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ABSTRACT
THE INFLUENCE OF THE INVAR EFFECT ON THE ELASTIC PROPERTIES AND
THE MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATION OF Fe3Pt
by
HUNG CHI LING
Submitted to the Department of Materials Science and Engineering on May 5,
1978, in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree of Doctor
of Science.
The alloy Fe3Pt was chosen to study (1) the effects of ordering on
the Invar effect, and (2) how changes in the elastic properties of the
austenite on ordering affect the elastic accommodation of plates of martensite.
The ordering kinetics of Fe Pt was studied by "short-time" annealing
at 6500C and by equilibrium annealing at various temperatures below the
critical ordering temperature. From X-ray diffraction and elastic constant
measurements, it is concluded that ordering in Fe Pt is by a nucleation
and growth mechanism.
The temperature dependence of the single crystal elastic constants
C C and C' was measured as a function of the degree of order. The CL
elastic constant softens above the Curie temperature, passes through a
minimum and increases again at lower temperatures. The minimum becomes
broader and shallower with increasing degree of order. For the two shear
constants C and C', the magnetic contribution is negative and begins near
the Curie temperature. They decrease monotonically with decreasing temper-
ature below T . Softening of the C and C' elastic constants decreases when
the austenite is highly ordered. This decrease in the magnitude of the
Invar effect as ordering increases is interpreted in terms of the spatial
dependence of the nearest-neighbor exchange integral. On the Bethe curve
Fe3Pt, in its various ordered states, lies in the range where the first
derivative of the exchange integral is positive. In this range of inter-
atomic separation, the exchange interaction between y-Fe atoms is antiferro-
magnetic and that between Fe and Pt atoms, ferromagnetic.
On ordering the austenite, the M temperature is depressed such that
the temperature interval between the Curie temperature and M increases,
resulting in decreasing values of elastic moduli at M with ordering. Eshelby's
model of the strain fields produced by an inclusion ebedded in a continuous
medium was utilized to calculate the stress fields surrounding a plate of
martensite in an isotropic matrix of austenite. For a plate of fixed aspect
ratio, the plastic zone decreases drastically with ordering due to the
decrease of the elastic moduli and the increase of the flow stress at M
Using the criterion of no plastic deformation along the broad y/a interface
an upper limit of 100 cal/mole was derived for the chemical driving force
3
per unit volume, Ag, for the thermoelastic growth of an isolated single
plate. An anisotropic calculation does not alter this estimate signifi-
cantly.
Self-accommodation of neighboring plates with opposite shape strain
limits the plastic zone to the edges of the plates, thus enabling thicker
plates to exist in thermoelastic equilibrium for a fixed 4g . From the
analysis of stress fields surrounding ellipsoidal and square plates, it
is suggested that the optimum configuration is for plates with tapered
edges to be in contact over a large area.
Theoretical calculation of the chemical free energy difference per
mole, G , between the austenite and the martensite phases was carried
out based on the Olson-Cohen nucleation model. Taking into account the
tetraEnality of the martensite phase, the estimate of the minimum value
of G em at M is -106 cal/mole(-437 J/mole). It is suggested that a
lower minimum value may be obtained by considering a different dislocation
structure of the nucleus in a fcc bct transformation than that proposed
by Olson and Cohen for a fcc - bcc transformation.
Thesis Supervisor: Walter S. Owen
Title: Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
In the Fe-Pt system, the composition Fe-25 a/o Pt was chosen for
study. There are two reasons. The stochoimetric composition shows a
strong Invar effect which is a magnetic phenomenon. By proper heat
treatment, varying degrees of long range order can be attained. Through
the measurement of single-crystal elastic constants, the first and
second derivatives of the exchange interaction can be obtained using
a localized electron model. This allows a systematic study of the
effect of ordering on the exchange interaction through the change in
interatomic spacing and the number of near-neighbor atom pairs. The
second reason is that at this composition, the martensitic transforma-
tion shows a gradual change in the growth behavior depending on the
degree of order of the austenite. In the disordered state, growth
is of the burst type similar to the Fe-Ni alloys. As the austenite
is ordered, the hystersis on thermal cycling decreases drastically.
In the highly ordered state, the plates of martensite grow and shrink
so slowly that changes in size can be observed optically and that the
shape and volume changes involved in the growth of a plate are accom-
modated by the austenite without deformation slip of a magnitude that
can be detected on a prepolished surface. Since accommodation of shape
and volume changes involves the elastic and plastic properties of the
austenite, a study of the elastic moduli and flow stress as a func-
tion of ordering should shed light on this transition in the growth
behavior. As martensitic transformation follows definite crystallo-
graphic relationships, the elastic anisotropy of the austenite may
17
affect elastic accommodation in a significant way. Hence it is es-
sential to determine the single-crystal elastic constants of Fe3Pt.
The first part of this thesis deals with the Invar Effect in Fe3Pt as
the degree of order changes. Consideration of the thermoelastic growth
behavior of martensite begins in Chapter 5.
18
CHAPTER 2
THE INVAR EFFECT
2.1 Introduction
In certain metals, deviations occur in the thermal expansion
behavior which cannot be explained by the contribution of lattice
vibration and/or conduction electrons alone. Such deviations are
[1]
well known for pure Ni and Fe, but the term Invar is generally re-
served to describe the Fe-35%Ni alloy which exhibits an unusually large
anomaly, leading to very small thermal expansion near room tempera-
ture. Actually, there is a range of composition in fcc Fe-Ni alloys
from 30% to 45%Ni within which the alloys show large deviation from
normal behavior. [2 ] In Fe-Pt alloys between 24 a/oPt and 30 a/oPt, this
effect is even more pronounced.* The thermal expansion coefficients become
negative below the Curie temperature[ 3] (Figure 1). As a result,
the room temperature lattice parameter as a function of Pt concentra-
tions shows a small deviation from Vegard's law in the Invar range
(Figure 2). The magnitude of the anamalous expansion in Fe-Ni and
Fe-Ni-Cr was investigated by Chevenard[4,5] who found that the varia-
tion of this quantity with temperature was similar to the temperature
dependence of the square of the spontaneous magnetization. Thus,
these early observations established a correlation between magnetism
and the anomalous thermal expansion. Henceforth, we shall use the
term Invar alloys to include all materials which exhibit an anomalous
* page 21 listed the phase transformations in Fe-25 a/o Pt
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behavior in thermal expansion as a result of a magnetic transition.
In the paramagnetic state, contributions to the thermal expansion
coefficient are from lattice vibration and the conduction electrons.
If these two contributions are subtracted from the values measured in
the ferromagnetic state, one obtains the spontaneous volume magneto-
striction, wm, by integration over temperature. The values of wm as a
function of composition for Fe-Ni alloys[2] are shown in Figure 3a.
-4
w is -5.0xlO4 at pure Ni, 0 around 75% Ni and as the Ni concentra-
m
tion further decreases into the Invar range, w sharply increases to
-4
as much as 142.3x104 at 35.7% Ni. The temperature dependences of the
spontaneous volume magnetostriction of Fe-Ni [2 4 ] are similar to the
variation of magnetization with temperature as measured by Hausch and
Warlimont. [6] For Fe-Pt alloys, the volume magnetostriction and mag-
netization of Fe-28 a/oPt have been studied. [7] It was found that in
Fe-Pt alloys also w can be described as linearly proportional to the
square of the spontaneous magnetization. The results are reproduced
in Figure 3b.
In addition to a small thermal expansion coefficient, Invar
alloys possess other anomalous properties, such as a large pressure
dependence of the Curie temperature and a positive temperature depen-
dence of the elastic constants below the Curie temperature. The varia-
tion of Curie temperature as a function of pressure has been determined
[8-11] [12,13]by many investigators. In alloys such as Fe-Ni, Fe3Pt and
Fe-Mn,[14,15] dTc/dP ranges from -3 to -10 K/kbar while dTc/dP is -0.1
k/kbar in Permalloy and 0 in Fe and Co. [8] Positive values have been
200
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Figure 3. Spontaneous volume magnetostriction ) at T= 0 K in
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found in Ni 8] (0.32 K/kbar) and Ni-Co alloys. [10 ]
The elastic moduli of polycrystalline alloys of Fe-Ni 16-18] and
Fe-Pt [3 ' 1 9' 2 0 ] have been measured over limited ranges of composition and
temperature. The Invar effect profoundly affects the moduli of Fe-Ni
alloys in the Invar range, causing the temperature dependence of the
Young's modulus E and the shear modulus G to change from weakly negative
to strongly positive, so that at low temperature, both moduli are much
smaller than expected. The temperature coefficients of E and G of a
phase alloys containing between 0 and 25%Ni are negative and they de-
crease with increasing Ni content. They are positive on entering the
a phase at 31%Ni, pass through a maximum at 35%Ni and become negative
again for more concentrated alloys outside the Invar rnage. In the
Fe-Pt system, the effect isstrongest in the 25 a/o Pt alloy. In the
ordered state, the modulus at liquid nitrogen temperature is only one-
third of the value at room temperature.
The single-crystal elastic constants of y-phase Fe-Ni Invar alloys
show the same trends as E and G for polycrystalline specimens. The ex-
tensive data published by Hausch and Warlimont[ 6 1 show that alloys with
compositions (45 and 51.4%Ni) outside the Invar range behave normally at
temperatures below the Curie temperature. That is, all the elastic con-
stants increase linearly with decreasing temperature, except at tem-
peratures close to 0°K. The slope dC/dT approaches zero at absolute
zero. The alloys in the Invar range exhibit an anomalous behavior.
The shear constants C4 4 and (C1 1-C1 2)/2 behave normally over the
temperature range in which the alloys are paramagnetic but they de-
25
crease linearly with decreasing temperature over the range in which
the alloys are ferromagnetic. The change from a negative slope to a
positive slope occurs over a narrcwtemperature range in the vicinity
of the Curie temperature. The variation cfthe elastic constant
(Cll + C1 2 + 2C4 4)/2 with temperature is also anamalous but the change
in slope occurs 150-2000 C above the Curie temperature and the transi-
tion is broader. It passes through a minimum and then rises again with
decreasing temperature. This phenomenon had been observed earlier in an
Fe-30Ni alloy. 2122] Hausch and Warlimont attributed this anomaly to
finely dispersed, coherent precipitates of an ordered phase based on
Fe3Ni, but the experimental evidence supporting this conclusion is not
convincing.
In the Fe-Pt system, measurement of single crystal elastic con-
stants have been reported in disordered Fe-28 Pt only.[23] The three
independent elastic constants behave similarly to the corresponding
constants in the Fe-Ni Invar alloys. Because of the much larger Invar
effect associated with the Fe-Pt alloys, the elastic constants show
larger deviations from normal behavior (Figure 4). Both the shear
constants decrease in the ferromagnetic region. The decrease in
(Cll-C12)/2 is remarkable. It is so large that the anisotropy ratio,
A, which is 5 at room temperature, is 19 at liquid nitrogen temperature.
The CL elastic constant passes through a deep minimum before it rises
again at lower temperatures. This quantity was also reported for an
ordered Fe-28%Pt alloy. In the ordered state, CL has a shallower
minimum which is shifted to a higher temperature, probably because the
26
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Figure 4. Single crystal elastic constants versus temperature in
Fe-35Ni and disordered Fe-28Pt. (ref. 6 and 23)
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Curie temperature is raised. The broad transition region above Tc
still persists. These results show clearly that this phenomenon cannot
be due to ordered regions in a disordered matrix, as proposed by Hausch
and Warlimont to explain their results on Fe-Ni alloys.
Since the magnetic properties of metals and alloys depend on the
arrangement and separation of atoms in the lattice, studies on alloys
that undergo atomic ordering can yield important information on the
variation of exchange interaction with interatomic distance and the
number of nearest neighbors. There is no clear experimental evidence
that Fe-Ni alloys undergo ordering in the Invar range. In Fe3Pt, the
evidence that long-range ordering can be developed to any desire de-
gree in the y-phase is unambiguous.[25-27] The ordering is of the
Cu3Au type (L12) with Fe atoms occupying the face-center positions and
the Pt atoms at the corners of a FCC array in the fully ordered state.
The critical temperature or ordering is 735°C for the stochoimetric
composition. Herbeuaval [2 71 has studied the variation of the long range
order S with annealing temperature for a Fe-25 Pt alloy. The specimens
were annealed for a sufficiently long period of time at each tempera-
ture so that the equilibrium state was attained. He found that the
value of S varies smoothly with the annealing temperature below the
critical ordering temperature. S does not exhibit an abrupt jump at
the critical ordering temperature, which is typical of other L12
ordering. The room temperature lattice parameter remains constant at
o0
3.723A between S = 0 and S = 0.6 and then increases rapidly to 3.733A
at S = 1.
28
It is known that ordering raises the Curie temperature of Fe-Pt
alloys near Fe Pt.[12,28] It has also been found that ordering leads to
a decrease in the pressure dependence of the Curie temperature and linear
magnetostriction.[ 7 1 2 ] However, there is only a limited amount of in-
formation on the effect of ordering on the temperature dependence of
the elastic constants. In polycrystalline Fe-25 Pt[2 0 ] at temperatures
above the M temperature, [6] the disordered alloy show a larger decrease
in the Young's modulus with decrease in temperature than the ordered
alloy. The single-crystal CL elastic constant, the only one reported
for the ordered state, passes through a shallower minimum before it rises
again in the low temperature region. So far most investigations of the
effect of ordering in Fe3Pt on the behavior of the elastic constants or
the martensitic transformation have used the length of time at a certain
annealing temperature as the parameter characterizing the degree of
atomic ordering. Comparisons have generally been made between a highly
ordered and the disordered states. This is unsatisfactory. Not knowing
the atomic order in the lattice, one cannot analyze the data even in terms
of phenomenological models of localized exchange interaction. Any dis-
cussion along these lines is then necessarily qualitative.
2.2 Theoretical Models
A number of theories have been proposed to explain the Invar be-
havior. These can be divided into two groups. The first group is
based on ideas of magnetic or structural inhomogeneity. These assume
that anti-ferromagnetic iron has a different atomic structure, with
lower magnetic moment and smaller volume than ferromagnetic iron. The
second group contains models which are more fundamental. They explain
29
the Invar Effect in terms of the spatial dependence of the exchange in-
tegral in the localized Heisenberg model or to the strain dependence of
the molecular field coefficient and band structure in the itinerant
electron model.
Kondorsky and Sedov [2 9] postulated that FCC iron is antiferro-
magnetic at low temperature due to a negative exchange interaction be-
tween neighboring iron atoms in the lattice. They suggested that in
alloys with composition between the antiferromagnetic and the "fully"
ferromagnetic, there should be grouping of spins at high temperature.
The large electrical resistivity of the Invar alloys, for example, is
attributed to the scattering of conduction electrons by the magnetic
moment heterogeneities. Shiga and Nakamura[3 0 ] proposed that ferro-
magnetic iron has a permanent moment and antiferromagnetic iron has an
induced moment which vanishes in the absence of an exchange field.
They interpret atomic moment as the polarization of the 3d band in iron
alloys. As the polarization increases on cooling below Tc , the up-
spin band becomes filled and the contribution of the down-spin band to
the cohesive energy is decreased, causing the lattice constant to in-
crease.
Weiss [3 ] extended the idea that there are two electronic con-
figurations of the iron atom in an FCC lattice to Fe-Ni Invar alloys.
He proposed that the energy difference between the two electron levels
depends upon the surrounding of the iron atom, with the difference
going through zero at 29%Ni. In pure y iron, the antiferromagnetic
Y1 state is the ground state (smaller lattice constant). On alloying,
the ferromagnetic y2 state becomes the ground state above 29%Ni.
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Thermal excitation of the y1 level decreases the atomic volume in oppo-
sition to the normal anharmonic source of expansion and, depending on
the energy difference between the two levels, can yield an extremely
small expansion coefficient. One apparent difficulty, as pointed out
by Colling and Carr,[32] is that, based on this model, the temperature
dependence of the anomalous strain is not necessarily connected with
the Curie temperature of the alloy.
After their Mssbauer result on fine-grained Fe-Ni alloys in-
dicated the coexistence of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases
at liquid helium temperature, Asano and coworkers[ 3 3'3 4 ] proposed a
concentration fluctuation model to explain the Invar expansion
anomaly. The paramagnetic lattice constant is assumed to be smaller
than the ferromagnetic lattice constant and they postulated a distribu-
tion of regions with different compositions and hence different Curie
temperatures. The low thermal expansion coefficient is a result of
the lattice contraction when the ferromagnetic domains of various com-
position successively pass through their own Curie temperature and
change into the paramagnetic state.
Since Invar behavior is found in alloys systems which are ferro-
[35]
magnetic such as Fe-Ni, antiferromagnetic such as Fe-Mn, and much
smaller magnetovolume effects are observed in the pure elements Fe, Ni,
Mn, [1 1 ] it follows that a more general treatment of magnetovolume effects
must be independent of the specific assumptions invoked in the above modes.
One has to look for the development of models compatible with the funda-
mental theories of magnetism. So far three approaches have been advanced,
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namely, Zener's theory of ferromagnetism extended by Colling and Carr,
itinerant electron model by Wohlfarth and coworkers, and the localized
electron model by Alers, et al and Hausch and Warlimont.
Carr and Colling 3 2 36] adopted Zener's idea [6 0 that in metals,
there are two competing exchange interactions. One is the ferromagnetic
coupling of localized atomic spins via itinerate electrons in the metal
(the s-d coupling). The other is a direct antiferromagnetic coupling
of localized spins due to the overlap of neighboring wavefunctions.
Parallel spins on neighboring sites are unfavorable with respect to the
direct coupling. Thus, the ferromagnetic coupling expands the lat-
tice at low temperature and up to the Curie temperature, a contrac-
tion is produced with increasing temperature. They postulated that
in the Invar alloys,these two exchange energies are comparable in
magnitude. Hence, the direct exchange contribution to the spontaneous
magnetostriction becomes large, resulting in a small expansion co-
efficient. So far this approach has been developed rather qualita-
tively and has not been extended to cover the other anomalous effects
associated with the Invar behavior.
From the itinerant electron approach, Terao and Katsuki [37'3 8 ]
considered magnotovolume effects at 0°K in the rigid band limit by
allowing both the molecular field coefficient and the bandwidth to
be strain dependent. As such it cannot predict the tempera-
ture dependence. Attempts to develop the finite temperature
behavior are complicated by the appearance of the Fermi distribution
function and no simple expressions can be obtained. In the strong
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correlation limit, Lang and Ehrenreich [3 9 ] calculated the pressure
dependence of the Curie points for Ni and Ni-Cu alloys using a model
hamiltonian introduced by Hubbard, [4 0] Kanamori 41] and Gutzwiller.[42]
In this formulation, correlation effects are regarded to be important
only among the 3d electrons and because of screening by the conduction
electrons, are assumed to be confined to the carriers at the same
atomic site. In the simple approximation the intra-atomic Coulomb
forces in the same orbitals are taken to be infinite; the inter-
orbital interactions and effects of the conduction band on the d
carriers are neglected; and the d band is assumedto widen uniformly with
pressure. The entire theory involves a single energy parameter, the
band width, and is independent of the band structure. In this form, it
was applied successfully to Ni and Ni-Cu alloys using a rectangular
band structure. Generalization of the hamiltonian to include other
interactions induces a dependence on the band structure and fails to
give an accurate description of Ni-Cu alloys in the rigid band model.
The use of a non-rigid band model yields better agreement with experi-
ment.
A more complete attempt to explain the various Invar phenomena
on the basis of itinerantelectron theory was made by Wohlfarth and co-
workers. 4345] From the original Stoner-Wohlfarth model of ferro-
magnetism, [4647] they developed a theory for very weak itinerant ferro-
magnets [4 8'4 9 ] defined by I(OPnNA"B where I(0,0) is the saturation
magnetization, n is the number of electrons per atom, NA is the number
of atoms per unit volume and 11B' the Bohr magneton. This is a much
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simpler hamiltonian than that of Lang and Ehrenreich.[39] In addition
to the single particle energy levels which give rise to the band
structure, there is an exchange interaction between the carriers of
the form
E 1 N ke 2 (1)
exch 2 
where N is the number of electrons or holes of both spins, is the
relative magnetization, ' is the exchange interaction parameter and
k, the Boltzmann constant. They proposed that Invar alloys belong to
the class of weak itinerant ferromagnets. Their result indicates
that the strain dependence enters through the exchange interaction
parameter 8' and the density of state N(c) at Fermi energy F . For
example, the spontaneous magnetostriction is found to be
c (T) = -KC 12(0,0) [1--2(-] (2)
I (0,0)
where K is the compressibily and
3e lnN(eF T 2lnT
C = 2 k + k' + N() (3)2nN 2 w TF aw
ePB
Ne is the number of atoms per unit volume, k the Boltzmann constant,
MB the Bohr magneton, n the number of carriers per atom and TF is
a degeneracy temperature which is defined in terms of the fine
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structure in the density-of-states curve. For T/TF <1, which in general
holds over a temperature range including the Curie temperature, Tc,
I(oT)2 = 1 (4)
I(O,0) T
Figure 5 shows the magnetization measurement of Fe-28Pt in the ordered
and disordered state. [7] The function [1-(T/T )2] gives a good fit to the
data of ordered Fe-28Pt while a Brillouin function of j = 1/2 seems to
represent better the data of disordered Fe-28Pt. The data of Fe-32Ni,
also an Invar type alloy, shows large deviation from the two theoretical
curves.
In the Stoner model, 8' is a parameter adjusted to obtain
agreement between theory and experiment. Other than representing a mean
field approximation to the exchange interaction between the electrons, its
functional dependence is not clear. Furthermore, extending the Stoner
theory to describe magnetic alloys using the rigid band model results
in prediction of properties which do not agree with experiment. Hence,
Wohlfarth and coworkers made no attempt to calculate the strain de-
pendence of these quantities theoretically. This formulation has not
been extended to cover the magnetic contribution to he elastic constants
which are of main interest in this thesis.
The localized model of ferromagnetism assumes that exchange inter-
action is short-range, extending only over the near neighbors. This
energy term, the intrinsic magnetic contribution to the elastic con-
stants, was first discussed by Sato.[50 In a later paper with AlerS and
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Figure 5. The reduced magnetization, I/Io, versus the reduced temp-
erature, T/Tc, in Fe-32Ni, ordered and disordered Fe-28Pt
compared with theoretical curves [-(T/Tc)2 ]/2 (- ) and
Brillouin function j=1/2 (- - ).
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[51]Neighbors, a formal expression for the magnetic contribution to the
elastic constants were developed and applied to calculate the deriva-
tives of the exchange integrals for Ni and Fe-30Ni using the elastic
constant data for these materials. Following this approach, Hausch[5 2 5 4]
gave a systematic treatment of the various anomalies associated with
the Invar Effect, namely the pressure dependence of the Curie tempera-
ture, spontaneous and forced magnetostriction and elastic constants us-
ing the Heisenberg hamiltonian and mean field theory. They applied
this formulation to calculate the first and second derivatives of an
isotropic exchange integral for Fe-28Pt and several Fe-Ni alloys. [6,23
From two different sets of data: the spontaneous volume magnetostric-
tion and the elastic constant measurements, agreement within a factor
of two was obtained. This is a reasonably good result considering the
simplicity of the model. Since this is the only formulation that has
been developed to cover the magnetic contribution to the elastic con-
stants, we shall use it to analyze the measured elastic constant data
for a Fe-25 a/oPt alloy. Before a full account of this theory is de-
veloped in Section 2.5, we shall first discuss the appropriatness of
a localized model in describing the magnetic behavior of metallic alloys.
2.3 Ferromagnetism: the Localized Model versus the Itinerant Model
Magnetism in real metals have been discussed in the literature
from two different points of view: the localized spin model, based on
Heisenberg's work,[55] and the itinerant model, built on that of
Bloch.[56] Many arguments have been advanced in favor of one picture
or the other, particularly for metals of the iron group. The itinerant
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electron model is supported by some experimental evidence including d-
band specific heat, non-integral magneton numbers of the moments, and
evidence for participation of d electrons in conduction. Arguments
favoring the localized picture have been based on experimental observa-
tions of the critical scattering of neutrons, entropies of ferromagnetic
transitions, spin waves and the behavior of ferromagnetic moments on
alloying. In the light of modern refinements of the theories many of
these arguments have lost the significance originally claimed for them.
The itinerant picture has outgrown its original formulation in terms of
determinatal wavefunctions and the incorporation of correlation into
the theory now provides explanations for spin waves, critical fluctua-
tions and other phenomena once considered explicable only by the localized
model. The latter model, in turn, has been generalized by allowing con-
duction electrons to mediate the exchange coupling (indirect exchange) in
certain situations, and also by allowing magnetic electrons to partici-
pate in conduction. Thus, each model has acquired some of the principal
features of the other. This does not mean that one model might not be
more suitable in describing a certain class of metals than the other.
In his lengthy review of exchange interaction among itinerant electrons,
[57]Herring argued in favor of an itinerant model for iron-group metals
and a localized model for rare earths. This is the prevailing view
today.
Ai truely fundamental understanding requires a detail knowledge of
the energy distribution of all the electronic states in the system. This
type of information is difficult to develop. In the case of pure transi-
tion group metals, the presence of the conduction bands and the overlap
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of the broad energy bands with narrower, unfilled d or f bands intro-
duce formidable complications into any basic calculation. Various
approximation methods have been resorted to, but these have generally
disagreed in their detail predictions about electronic band structure
and its manifestation. The even more complex problem posed by their
alloys is almost intractable at this fundamental level.
At a less fundamental level, but still based on the band theory of
[47]
metals, the collective electron model developed by Stoner established
useful relationships between many of the intrinsic magnetic properties
of the transition group metals and certain specific features of the
electronc band-structure. Assuming a simple band structure with various
adjustable parameters, Stoner, Wohlfarth and others[4 7 ] derived a plaus-
ible explanation for the measured properties of all the pure metals of
the iron group. In its application to ferromagnetic alloys, the collec-
tive model, in its simplest form, is known as the rigid band model in
which it is assumed that the band structure (the density of states) is
rigidly fixed and that a change in the number of electrons per atom on
alloying simply causes an adjustment of the Fermi energy level. However,
this model fails to predict the magnetic properties of alloys of nickel
and cobalt. [59] The theoretical calculations of Lang and Ehrenreich [3 9 ]
show the model to be inappropriate in these cases. Furthermore, the
rigid band model is inherently unable to distinguish between the ordered
and disordered states of an alloy. In view of the inadequacy of the
rigid band model when applied to magnetic alloys and in the absence of
a more rigorous band theory, we seek an alternate approach on a more
phenomenological level.
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The use of Heisenberg hamiltonian -2Jij.Si.S j to describe the ex-
change interaction is known to be valid for direct exchange between
atoms with well separated, unfilled inner orbitals in ionic solids and
insulators and for superexchange between magnetic ions which are sep-
arated by non-magnetic ions in Heusler alloys. Even the indirect ex-
change proposed by Zener, 59' 60] due to the coupling of localized spins
of unfilled innershells of atoms in metals by means of the interaction
of these shells with the conduction electrons, can be expressed in the
form -2J..ijsi'sj. In iron-group transition metals and alloys, the pre-
dominant exchange interactions occur between the 3d electrons. They
are mobile to a certain extent and may not remain long enough on a lat-
tice site to allow an atomic spin operator to the defined. Nevertheless,
we shall discuss two pieces of evidence which indicate that the use of a
short range, localized exchange interaction in this case might not be
totally unfounded. In addition to the often quoted diffuse neutron
scattering experiments on ferromagnetic solid solutions which showed
that different magnetic moments are associated with the constituent
atomic species of an alloy, we shall discuss some recent calculations
which indicate that fairly short range interaction in a cluster of atoms
can reproduce the essential features of the band structure in a solid.
]Kouvel [5 8 ] has summarized the neutron diffraction experiment by
Shull and Wilkinson[6 1 ] on various ferromagnetic solid solution alloys.
From the saturation moment which represents the compositional average
of the magnetic moments A and B of elements A and B, , in a dis-
ordered alloy Ax Bx,
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= (l-x)p A + x B (5)
and the cross-section for the magnetic diffuse scattering
dOMm x(1-x)(IA-1B) 2 (6)
both iA and B can be determined individually. The results on Ni-Fe
are reproduced in Figure 6. Both Fe and Ni are nearly composition in-
dependent and this provides a quantitative explanation of the almost
linear variation of saturation moment -p with composition. The difference
in magnetic moment is clearly revealed. It does not follow, however,
that all atoms of a given kind in an alloy of specific composition have
the same magnetic moment, regardless of any differences in their local
environment. Low angle neutron scattering experiments by Low and
Collins[6 2 6 4] on Ni based alloys show that the disturbance around a
Cr solute atom extends out to the Ni nearest neighbors, but an Fe
solute atom produces a disturbance essentially limited to itself.
Similar conclusions have been drawn about other dilute alloys from
nuclear magnetic resonance and Mssbauer studies. This variability of
magnetic moment at lattice sites of different atoms suggests the pos-
sible use of an atomistic model with localized spins.
On another front, there are some recent calculations of the
electronic structures of small metallic clusters (copper, nickel,
palladium and platinum) using the self-consistent field X- scattering
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wave approach to molecular orbital (MO) theory. [5 ] As the cluster size
and coordination numbers are increased, the MO results show increasing
similarity to the electronic structures of the corresponding crystalline
metals,with the result for 13-atom cubo-octahedral clusters exhibiting
all the main features of the bulk band structures, e.g. a sharp peak
in the density of states around the Fermi level in the case of Ni,
Pd and Pt and increasing d band width through the series Cu, Ni,Pd
and P. The clustering of the energy levels and the total band width
of d orbitals in a Cu13 cluster closely match the main features of
the d--band density of states for bulk copper (Figure 7). These results
suggest that short range order, as represented by the 13-atom cubo-
octahedral cluster, could determine the principal features of the band
structure for crystalline metals. Since a large density of states near
the Fermi level, which is essential for ferromagnetism to occur, is
generated by short range interaction among the atoms in a cluster, it
can be argued that the exchange interaction, which is responsible for
the magnetic energy, should also be short-ranged.
In summary, we share the view of Kouvel [58 1 that even though it
should be possible to trace the variability of magnetic moments in an
alloy to certain fairly localized exchange interaction effects on the
band structure, it is simpler and more useful to incorporate this var-
iability phenomenologically into an atomistic model. The use of an
exchange integral J to describe the exchange coupling between neighboring
atoms allows the extention to concentrated ferromagnetic alloys and
through statistics, takes into account the effect of local environment.
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2.4 The Localized Exchange Integral
The theoretical calculation of the exchange integral J for metallic
alloys must include bandwidth effects. The simple form applicable to
molecules is not appropriate. Slater[6 6 1discussed the use of the X-a
cluster method to set up the calculation for the energy difference be-
tween a ferromagnetic material in its ground state and in a state in
which the magnetic moment of one atom is reversed in direction. This
same energy difference can be expressed in the Heisenberg exchange in-
tegral J in the following way. On reversing the magnetic moment of one
atom, the exchange term changes from 2JzS2 to -2JzS2, where z is the
number of nearest neighbors and S the atomic spin. The energy difference
is 4JzS2. In this process of orientation, there are 2S electrons, each
with spin 1/2, the magnetic moments of which are reversed. Thus, the
average energy difference per electron is
A = 2JzS (7)
This is the energy obtainable directly from a transition state
calculation by the X-a cluster method. The transition state consists
of half the total number of electrons with the initial spin and the
rest with reversed spin. Hence, at the location of the atom which is
to have its moment reversed, the potential is non-spin polarized in
the transition state. At every other atomic site, the potential is
the original spin polarized potential. The wavefunctions that are
localized around the reversed atom have their tails spread out to the
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neighboring atoms, where there is a difference between the spin-up and
spin-down charge densities and hence between their exchange correlated
potentials. These localized wavefunctions show no energy difference
between the spin-up and spin-down levels if they are completely local-
ized on the reversed atom. It is the small energy difference from the
overlap contribution between the localized orbitals in the transition
state and the neighboring atoms that should agree with A in Eq'n (7).
To account for the effect of the bandwidth, which is essential
to explain the disappearance of ferromagnetism, Slater discussed the
necessity of using a more elaborate expression which leads to a posi-
tive value of J for ferromagnetic material and a negative value in other
cases. The rationale is that one can remove an electron of wavevector
k from the spin-up band and insert it in the spin-down band with the
same wavevector k or adifferent wavevector k = k + k. As k departs
same wavevector k or a different wavevector k = k + k. As k departs
P q P
more and more from zero, the excited states broaden the energy band. In
particular, there may exist a set of values of k and k such that
Sl(kp) corresponds to the highest energy in the spin-up band while c2
(k +k) corresponds to the lowest energy in the spin-down band, and the
lowest levels cfthe spin-down bands lie below the highest levels of the
spin-up band. Then, electrons will fall from the top of the spin-up
band to the bottom of the spin-down band, thereby decreasing the magent-
ization and bringing the bands closer together. Eventually this will
lead to a completely nonmagnetic ground state. If the energy bands are not
broad enough to overlap, however, this situation will not occur. In this
description, it is the interaction between the broadened energy bands of
the spin-up and spin-down states that is responsible for the appear-
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ance of a negative exchange integral.
No attempt has yet been made to calculate the Heisenberg exchange
integral as outlined by Slater. He believed that the exchange energies
of the 3d transition elements, indicated by their Curie temperatures to
be of the order of hundredth of a Rydberg, are within the range of
accuracy of the X-a cluster method. It should be mentioned, however,
that Herring[ 5 7 ] argued that when itinerancy is important, contributions
to the exchange energy from the 3d electrons, and other mechanisms such
as indirect exchange, if they are present, cannot be compounded ad-
ditively. One has to start out with the correct wavefunctions and
hamiltonian that take all the mechanisms into account. According to this
view, the Slater treatment of the Heisenberg exchange integral would
not be appropriate to the iron-group transition elements.
2.5 Magnetic Contribution to the Elastic Constants
2.5.1 General Consideration
In the ferro-or antiferromagnetic state the elastic constants
C(T) = C(T) + AC(T) (8)
where C(T) and AC(T) are the lattice and magnetic contributions,
respectively. The lattice term, C (T), increases linearly with decreas-
ing temperature except at very low temperature, where the slope
dC9 /dT approaches zero at absolute zero. 6 7 ] In the ferromagnetic region,
Cz(T) can be determined by extrapolation from the high temperature para-
magnel:ic region. The magnetic contribution, AC(T), is given by
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AC(T) = ACex (T) + ACcF(T) + AE (T) + AEX(T) (9)
where AC is the exchange term, ACcF the crystal field,AE the Dring
term and AEk the domain wall rotation contribution.
When tension is applied to an unmagnetized ferromagnetic material,
its length increases as a result of (1) a purely elastic expansion and
(2) an expansion resulting from the orientation of the domain under
stress. The increase in length of the second kind results from the
magnetostriction associated with the domain orientation, and it is
responsible for the fact in ferromagnetic materials Young's modulus, E,
depends on the amplitude of strain and the intensity of magnetization.
The change of Young's modulus with magnetization due to domain reorienta-
tion is called the AEX effect. [16] In a saturating magnetic field, the
magnetic domains are aligned in the direction of the applied magnetic
fild and domain orientation is not affected by small stresses. Hence,
the AEX effect is eliminated if the elastic constants are measured in
a saturating magnetic field. The Dring term, AE , arises indirectly
through the stress induced change of the spontaneous magnetization.[68,69]
It gives rise to a stress induced spontaneous volume magnetostriction,
always lowering the elastic constants. This term occurs only in the CL
elastic constant because the shear elastic constants are not affected
by a forced volume magnetostrictive contribution. The crystal field
contribution, ACcF, results from the strain dependence of the anisotropic
[52]portion of the magnetic free energy. Following Hausch, we shall
assume that the magnitude of the crystal field effect in the Invar alloys
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is similar to that in Fe and Ni. In Fe and Ni, IACF/C0.1%. This is very
small indeed compared with a total change of more than 10% in C in Invar
alloys and hence it can be neglected. We are, therefore, left with the
exchange term, AC, as the-intrinsic, isotropic magnetic contribution
which shall be discussed in some detail.
2.5.2 Formulation in Terms of a Localized Exchange Integral
Keeping in mind the discussion in Section 2.3 on the various models
of ferromagnetism, we shall describe the Invar alloys in terms of a local-
ized Heisneberg exchange interaction. The treatment follows closely
that of Alers, [51]et al and Hausch. [52] Using a molecular field
approx:Limation, the isotropic magentic energy term can be expressed
as 70]
u - 1 1 2
Ue = N V(I )2zi i (10)
ex 2 v I
0
where Nr is the number of atoms/cm3, Z the number of i-th nearest
v
neighbors, ri the interatomic separation from and Ji the exchange inter-
action with the i-th nearest neighbors. We have neglected higher
order terms in (I/Io) and spin fluctuation near T . The latter
has been treated by Levanyuk[ 71] and by Young and Bienenstock. [72] As
a first: approximation, we consider only first nearest neighbor interac-
tions.
In this approximation, U is a function only of r. One can use
ex
Fuchs' Equation[ 7 3] in which the elastic constants are derived from a
lattice potential (r). Then the elastic constants are the second d-
erivatives of energy with respect to strain and the exchange contribu-
tion can be written for the single crystal elastic constants C = C4 4,44'
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= (C-C12 and CL = (Cll + C12 + 2C44) and for the bulk modulus
1
B = (Cl + 2C12) of a face-centered cubic material as follows:
C= 2
Cm - a(2r1 J 1
' Z 2 it
C = - -(rl J1
z1 2
- 8(5r1 1
+ 6rlJ )(N () = -
o o
12 12
+ 7rlJ1 )N() - K (
o o
I
L,m
B = - (r 2
m --~' J1
I 2
+ 3rlJ )N ( -)
0
I 2
-2rlJl )N ()1 1 ~__
where zl = 12. Here J1 is the exchange integral between the nearest
I II
neighbor atoms and J1 , J1 denote its first and second derivatives with
respect to interatomic distance. In Eq'n (10), the volume dependence of
(I/I )2 leads to additional terms contributing to AC where the most im-
portant one is AE . Combining Eq'ns (11a) and (11b), one can obtain
I !!
J1 and J1 through the experimental values of the two shear elastic
constants C and C', namely,
J1 = (2K1 - K2 )/Nvz 1
I 
J1 = (7K2 - 6K1 )/N vl r l
(12a)
9
(12b)
From the coupling coefficeints K1 and K2, one can also calculate the
(11a)
(llb)
(llc)
(lid)
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pressure dependence of the Curie temperature and the coupling coeffic-
ient of the magnetovolume relation. These have been formulated by
Hausch [5 4'55 ] based on the same assumption of a localized exchange inter-
action.
;2.5.3 Correction Terms
There are two correction terms to the magnetic contribution to
the elastic constants that should be considered: additional changes
due to the spontaneous volume magnetostriction and the AEX effect. Each
will be discussed.
The appearance of spontaneous magnetization produces nonlinear
volume changes below the Curie point which give rise to additional
changes in the elastic constants. A thermodynamic treatment was given
by Alers, et al.[52] This effect can be viewed simply as follows. The
magnetic contributions to the elastic constants, AC ex, is given by
AC =C -C (13)
ex T,I,V - CT,O,V
0 0
whereas experimentally one determines
AC = CT ,V - CT, (14)T,I,V' T,0,V0
i.e., AC* - AC should be subtracted from the experimentally deter-
ex
mined values.
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AC*-AC C(V')T - C (V)T,I
C C
B C
C P Wm (T ) (15)
where B, and w are the bulk modulus, the pressure dependence of theDP m
elastic constants and the spontaneous volume magnetostriction, re-
spectively. Withw 10- 3 for Invar materials, 167] and B/C 1,
m DP
the correction amounts to 0.1% which is negligible.
The AE effect accounts for the change in the elastic constants
(D
due to a stress induced change in the spontaneous magnetization. This
gives rise to a change in the volume magnetostriction. Based on thermo-
dynamic arguments, Dring[69] obtained the following relation:
AE =- 2(a D 2 aI -1
A E 1;-Z C ( (16)
This term occurs only in the CL elastic constant because the two shear
elastic constants are not affected by a forced volume magnetostrictive
-8 -1 I -3G/Oe, and
contribution. Using w/aH = 1.43x10 e = .7x10 G/Oe, and
E = 17.9x1011 dyn/cm , one obtains the correction to the Young's mod-
ulus of Fe-35%Ni at room temperature of -0.44x1011dyn/cm. This repre-
sents a change of 2-3%, and should not be neglected.
2.5.4 Dependence of the Exchange Integral J on the Degree of
Order in Cu3Au(L12 ) Type Ordering
An isotropic, short range exchange integral J in an alloy Ax Bi x
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with long range order parameter S is a statistical average of the ex-
change interactions between the various atom-pairs: JAA' JAB and JBB In
the disordered state, all the lattice sites in a fcc unit cell are likely
to be populated by either A or B atoms, the probability being proportional
to their concentrations in the alloy. Suppose the alloy undergoes L12
type ordering below a critical ordering temperature and forms the ordered
alloy A3B. The A atoms occupy the face-center positions while the B
atoms take up the corner positions in the original unit cell (Figure 8).In
the intermediate degree of order, some of the atoms will be occupying the
wrong sites. Following X-ray diffraction theory,[74] let a denote the
correct sites for A atoms and for B atoms in the fully ordered state.
ri and i are the fraction of 'right' and 'wrong' atoms occupying the
i sites respectively. The long-range order parameter S is defined by
r-x
S = (17)1-x
S = 1 when an alloy with the stochoimetric composition is fully ordered.
Then the following relationships hold:
r = S(l-x) + x
= l-r = (l-x) (l-S)
a
rB = Sx + (l-x)
= 1-r = x(-S) (18)
We shall derive the expression for the first nearest-neighbor exchange
integral J1 in terms of JAA' JAB' JBB' S and x.
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An a site has four first nearest-neighbor sites and eight first
neighbor a sites, while a site has twelve nearest-neighbor a sites.
An A atom in a a site has (4wB + 8ra) number of A atoms and (4rg + 8w a)
number of B atoms as its nearest neighbors. It experiences an average
interaction energy
4 8 4 8
J (A) =(12 12 ar) JAA + 2 r 2+ W J (19a)
For an A atom in a site, it has 12ra number of A atoms and 12wa
number of B atoms as nearest neighbors. The average interaction energy
is
J(A) = raJAA + Wa AB (19b)
Similar analysis for the B atoms shows that for a B atom in a a site,
8 4 8 4
J (B) =( w + r)J + r + JAB (19c)
and for a B atom in a site,
J (B) = WaJBB + r JAB (19d)
Averaging over A and B atoms in the a site, one obtains
J = ra J (A) + wJ (B) (20a)
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A similar expression can be written for the site,
J = BJB (A) + r JB(B) (20b)
The final averaging is over the a and sites. Of all the lattice
sites, three-fourths are a sites and one-fourth sites. Hence
J1 =3 1
4 a 4
In terms of r, a, r and 
1 2 1J =-[r 2 + r ] J + [r r + 2r + W ] J
1 2 a a AA 2 a aa a AB
1 2 +
2 [a r ] JBB
(21)
(22)
For the special cases of disordered (S = 0) and fully ordered (S = 1)
states, Eq'n (22) reduces to the familiar result:
S=0
Jl(rl) = XJAA (r1 l) + 2x(l-x) JBB(r ) (23a)
S=1
1 1 (rl)
Jl(rl) = JAA(rl) + JABr) ( (23b)
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
3.1 Materials
A large single crystal is required for the measurement of elastic
constants using the ultrasonic pulse echo technique. A number of attempts
were nade to grow a single crystal of Fe3 Pt by the Bridgman technique
and one attempt using the electron beam heating technique. All failed
to produce a sufficiently large single crystal.* The successful attempt
was made on Novmber 10, 1976 at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory in
Bedford, Massachusetts. Pure Pt (99.99%) and Ferrovac E Fe in the compo-
sition of Fe-25a/oPt were arc-melted several times in an argon atmosphere.
The charge was then cut up into pieces to improve homogeneity and put
into an alumina crucible with a 300 cone tip. This was enclosed by a
recrystallized alumina inner crucible and a graphite outer crucible.
The furnace is made of resistance-heated graphite and the sensor for
temperature control is a tungsten 5% rhenium/tungsten 26% rhenium
thermocouple. The furnace plus the crucible assembly was outgased
under vacuum for one day at room temperature and one day at temperatures
up to 9150 C, and afterwards backfilled with high purity argon gas to one
atmosphere. The temperature cycle (Fig. 9) was programmed into a com-
puter after which the growth process proceeded automatically. At the
stoichiometriccomposition and in the disordered state, MS is around room
temperature, To prevent martensite transformation from taking place as
the crystal cools down, an ordering heat treatment was included in the
* approximate size required lxlxl cm3
**failure due to polycrystalline growth or martensite formation
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last stage of the temperature cycle to depress MS below room tempera-
ture. A single crystal of about lxlxl cm was cut from the ingot. It
was encapsulated in a quartz tube under vacuum and homogenized at 12500C
for 1 week. Two parallel (110) surfaces were planed and the orienta-
tion located to within +10 by back-reflection Laue technique. From the
remainder of the ingot, small disks of approximately 0.5cm diameter were
cut for specific heat measurement and powder samples were filed for X-ray
experiments. The powders passed through a 200 mesh screen. The com-
position was determined to be Fe-25.2a/o Pt from the room temperature
lattice parameter of a disordered sample (Figure 2).
3.2 Specific Heat Measurements
Specific heat as a function of temperature was measured continuously
using a Perkin-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter in two tempera-
ture ranges: 150 K-400 K and 310 K-600 K. Accuracy in a continuous run
is about 1%. Reproducibility on separate runs is within 3%.
3.3 X-ray Measurements
Powder samples are pasted on glass slides with a mixture of Amyl
Acetate and collodion and X-ray reflections taken on a General Electric
diffractometer using Cu K radiation. With a 0.20 per minute slow scan,
lattice parameter determined from doublet-resolved (420) reflections is
within +0.0004A. Peak area measurement of intensity using a pl.nimeter
is accurate within 2% which, combined with the uncertainties in calculat-
ing the polarization factor, etc., yields an overall accuracy of about
3% for the determination of long range order parameter S. A slightly
larger error is expected for small S.
Single-crystal diffraction patterns were recorded using a gonio-
meter stage attached to the same G.E. diffractometer. The single crystal
was rocked into a position of maximum intensity on the (220) reflection
and rechecked at the (110) superlattice reflection before 2 scans were
made of the two peaks at a rate of 0.40 per minute.
3.4 Elastic Constants Measurement
The elastic constants were measured using the ultrasonic pulse
superposition technique.[75,77] This method of measuring ultrasonic wave
velocity in solids involves a high frequency quartz transducer, usually
5-10 'MHz, cemented to one end of a specimen having two parallel end
faces. The transducer serves both as the generator and detector of radio
frequency pulse propagating in the specimen. It is assumed that identi-
cal pulses are produced at regular intervals, t, approximately equal to
some multiple p of the round trip travelling time, 6 , of the ultrasonic
wave. Periodically a few pulses are omitted so that the superposed
echoes in the time slot immediately following the last applied pulse can
be observed. When t is critically adjusted, the amplitude of the summed
echoes can be made a maximum. For this in-phase condition
6 = t/p = - y/360] (24)fp
where 6 is the round trip travelling time in the specimen, is
a phase angle associated with waves reflected at the transducer, f is
the frequency of the wave in the pulse and n is an integer which may
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take on both positive and negative values. n takes into account that it
is not certain that identical crest in each pulse are superimposed. The
y term is small and remains fairly constant over a temperature interval
of several hundred degrees. It can be omitted from Eq'n (24) with an
error of a few parts in 104 . By measuring the transit time at the resonant
frequency fR and at a different frequency fL (e.g. 10% lower), the differ-
ence
At = n(l _ f1) (25)
L R
At = 0 determines the transit time corresponding to n = 0. Then
6 = t/p (26)
A block diagram of the electronic circuitry and the specimen holder
are shown in Figure 10. A small magnet provides a saturating magnetic
field of 8 kilogauss to suppress the AEX effect. The narrow pole gap of
this magnet restricted the sizes of the heating and cooling unit. The
heating element consists of a brass jacket wrapped around by Nichrome
wires to provide resistance heating. The unit is placed inside the pole
gap insulated from the environment by slices of fire brick. The cooling
was achieved by liquid nitrogen vapor blown into the brass jacket in the
pole gap which is insulated from the environment by foam rubber and glass
wool. The temperature was controlled in the ranges from room temperature
to 200'C and from room temperature down to the lowest temperature
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at which the bonding agent fixing the transducer to the specimen could
hold. Measurements were made after the temperature, read by a copper-
constantan thermocouple placed close to the sample and indicated through
a digital voltmeter, has been stabilized. The temperature control is main-
tained to within 10°.
The bonding agents are listed in Table 1 together with the tempera-
ture range in which they are used. For the shear waves, EPY500 gives a
better bonding above 2000C than sauereisen. Between room temperature and
2000C, however, it gives broader echoes and is more difficult to remove
after use. Hence the bulk of the shear wave velocity measurements in the
high temperature range used sauereisen as the bonding agent. In the
low temperature region, none of the agents is able to provide good bond-
ing down to liquid nitrogen temperature. Glycerin and nonaqueous stop-
cock grease no longer transmit echoes below -125°C and -85°C, respectively.
The range of temperature covered in the measurements, however, is suf-
ficiently large that the data obtained are adequate for subsequent analysis.
tlong the [110] propagating direction, three independent sound
wave velocities were measured: one longitudinal and two transverse. By
rotating the transducer in the (110) plane so that the shear direction is
along either [110] or [001], only one of the transverse wave was excited.
The elastic constants are given by
2V1 2 2CL = pV ; C = PV ; C = PVC2 (27)
where p is the density of the specimen. For polycrystalline materials,
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only one longitudinal and one transverse wave velocity were measured.
By averaging over these two velocities both the Young's modulus E and the
shear modulus G can be calculated:[78]
G = Vt (28)
PVt2 (3V 2 - 4Vt2)
E = t . (29)2 2V - V 2
The combined error in the elastic constant measurement, including transit
time, path length and density is less than 1%.
3.5 Calculation of the Average Elastic Moduli E, B and G from the
Single Crystal Elastic Constants
The bulk modulus B is independent of any specific averaging pro-
cedures:
B = CL - C - C'/3 (30)
CL, C and C' are the single crystal elastic constants usually determined
in sound velocity measurements.
For the calculation of the shear modulus, G, several methods have
been proposed in the literature:[79] the average after W.Voigt, [80 ]
1G = (2C' + 3C) (31a)v 5
and the average after A. Reuss, [81]
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G =1 2 + (3lb)R 5 C' C
Further averaging procedures have been proposed by R. Hill, [82]
GH = (G + G
H 2 v R
1 38CC' + 6C'2 + 6C (32)
10 2C + 3C'
W. Voigt assumed constant stress while A. Reuss assumed constant strain
within the individual grains. R Hill has shown that these methods lead
to upper and lower limits of the true value of G. He proposed the
arithmetic mean of Gv and GR as a better approximation. For our work,
we used the Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) method proposed by Hill.
Since a polycrystalline material has only two independent elastic
moduli, Young's modulus E can be calculated from B and G as follows:
E 9BG (33)
3B + G
and the Poisson's ratio
= 1. (34)
2G
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3.6 EHeat Treatment
In all heat treatments, specimens were encapsulated in a quartz
tube with a vacuum better than 2x10 6 torr. For powder samples, spongy
pieces; of titanium were also placed in the tube separated from the
powder by glass wool. Prior to ordering treatment, the titanium was
heated by a blow torch to form titanium oxide, thus removing any trace
of oxygen left in the encapsulated tube.
There is only limited information on the kinetics of ordering in
Fe3Pt. Most investigations on the effect of ordering in Fe 3Pt used the
length of annealing time at an ordering temperature to characterize the
atomic state. At short annealing times, it is doubtful that the
specimen is in thermodynamic equilibrium. Hence we establish a curve of
the variation of the equilibrium long-range order S with annealing
temperature for the present alloy as a guide for subsequent heat treat-
ments. Following Herbeuval, [2 7] powder samples were annealed at tempera-
tures below the critical ordering temperature for long periods of time
to establish thermodynamic equilibrium. The samples were quenched into
water without breaking the capsule. X-ray diffraction patterns were taken
to determine S and the room temperature lattice parameter. (Figure 11
and 12). Detail discussion on the X-ray results will be made in the next
chapter. Below 710 0C, the value of S rises rapidly. Hence it is dif-
ficult to obtain partially ordered states of small S which are in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. Observations by B. Djuric [8 3] showed that rapid
quenching of Fe3Pt specimens produced stress concentration near the
grain boundaries which etched preferentially. To avoid such stress con-
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centration in the single crystal specimen, it was always furnace cooled
after the ordering treatments except for the disordered state which was
produced by quenching from 900°C into water without breaking the capsule.
The furnace cooling rate is approximately 400 degrees per hour. It is
sufficiently fast to prevent significant changes in the value of S
as the crystal cooled through the ordering range. After a complete set
of data was taken on the single crystal with degree of order S, it was
annealed at 9000C for 1 hour to disorder the lattice before the next
ordering treatment was carried out.
Ordering of the single crystal and the disk specimens at 625°C for
3 days and at 6900°C for 12 hours resulted in S = 0.85 and 0.55 respectively.
[91]Later heat treatments followed those of Kajiwara and Owen in order
to reproduce the elastic conditions of the ausentite under which changes
in the growth behavior of the martensite were observed. These were 5
hours, 1 hour and 10 minutes at 6500C, with S = 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2 respect-
ively. For the last heat treatment, 10 minutes at 6500C, the capsule was
air-cooled. All the heat treatments are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Ordering
A series of powder specimens were prepared and heat treated in
the manner described in Section 3.6. With Herbeuval's result [2 7 ] as
a guide, we had lengthened the annealing time at each temperature. To
determine the long range order parameter S, the peak areas of two funda-
mental reflections and one superlattice reflection were measured using
a planimeter. The two fundamentals are the (200) and (220) reflections
and the superlattice reflection corresponds to (300) and (221) combined.
These three reflections occurred within a 2 range of 30 degrees. This
ensures that the X-ray beam was incident on the same area of the powder
specimen where the density of powder was uniform. The values of S
calculated from the intensity ratio of the superlattice reflection to
either (200) or (220) reflection were in agreement to within 5%. The
arithmetic mean of the two values was taken to be the equilibrium S for
that ordering temperature. The variation of S with ordering temperature
is shown in Figure 11. Room temperature lattice parameters
were determined in two ways. The (420) fundamental had well-resolved
doublets and being at a high enough 20 angle (140°), the lattice para-
meter calculated from this reflection was a good approximation to the
actual ao value. The second method plotted a determined from all
the fundamentals versus the appropriate diffractometer function and extrap-
olated to 2 = 1800 to obtain the lattice parameter. The results are
shown in Figure 12. In both Figures 11 and 12, we have also reproduced
Herbeuval's result (dash-line) for the purpose of comparison.
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Figure 11. Long range order parameter S versus ordering temperature
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of order S in Fe3 Pt. (Dash line from reference 27).
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The room temperature lattice parameter ao remains essentially
o
constant at 3.724A between S = 0 and 0.4, then increases linearly with
o
S to 3.736A at S = 1.0. This behavior is similar to that observed by
Herbeuval. The rate at which a increases with S beyond S = 0.5 is
the same in both cases. The difference in the magnitude of the lattice
parameter indicates a small difference in the composition between the two
sets of specimens.
The variation in the degree of order, S, with ordering tempera-
ture (Figure 11) shows a rapid change in S near the critical temperature
for ordering, , rising from S = 0 at 7050C to S = 0.9 at 6750C. Then
S increases slowly to the maximum value of 1 attainable at this composi-
tion. Ordering is very sluggish at the lower temperatures. Three days at
6250C yielded a S of 0.85 while seven days at the same temperature re-
sulted in a S of 0.92. At 5000C, seven days' annealing gave an S of
0.4. This value of S was confirmed by X-ray measurement on a powder
specimen and on the single crystal heat treated in the same manner. The
(420) fundamental reflection did not show a resolved doublet, as were ob-
tained in the diffraction patterns of specimens ordered at high tempera-
tures. Measurement of the C' elastic constant also showed that magnetic
softening began around 1400C, meaning that the single crystal contained a
phase which was in a more ordered state than indicated by S = 0.4. These
evidences suggest that the nucleation and growth of ordered regions is very
slow at low temperatures in Fe3Pt, and the specimen contained a mixture
of ordered and disordered regions. This is different from the result
obtained by Herbeuval. After annealing for seven days at 4600C,
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the state S = 1 was attained in his specimen. Another difference is
that he found a more gradual variation of S with temperature near the
critical temperature for ordering. It is not clear whether a composi-
tional difference of less than 1/2 atomic pct., determined from the dif-
ference in lattice parameter, could cause this change in the ordering
kinetics.
Fe3Pt undergoes L12 type ordering. In the fully ordered state,
the Pt atoms occupy the corner sites and the Fe atoms the face-center
positions of the original disordered FCC unit cell. Hence, the super-
lattice is composed of four interpentrating structures, with the PtL
atoms occupying one striitture and the Fe atoms occupying the other three
sttuatre . In a typical L12 type alloy, such as Cu3Au, S decreases
slowly from 1 to 0.8 on heating from the fully ordered state. At 0c8 S
decreases discontinuously from 0.8 to 0, and at all temperatures above
8c, S is zero. Certain L12 and DO19 type alloys pass through an equili-
brium two-phase condition, ordered plus disordered regions, as the tem-
perature is raised. For example, Davies and Stoloff [9 1 ] concluded, from
the broadening of the (0002) fundamental reflection, that in Mg3Cd,
there is a two-phase region below c', and the degree of order only
changes from 1 to 0.8 as for Cu3Au even though S, calculated from X-ray
measurement, varies continuously from 0 to 1. It is not clear whether
this explanation can be applied to the Fe3Pt specimens heat treated under
equilibrium conditions. The difference in lattice parameter of the dis-
o 0
ordered (3.7240A for S = 0) and the ordered (3.7316A FOR S = 0.8) states
are such that a splitting of 0.560 should occur at the (420) fundamental
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reflection. This was not observed in the specimen with S = 0.33. There was
no noticeable broadening of the other fundamental reflections.
Isothermal ordering of the single-crystal specimen at 6500°C for
5 hours, 1 hour and 10 minutes resulted in values of S = 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2
respectively. For a short annealing time, the specimen would not be in
thermodynamic equilibrium. In the case of S =0.2, elastic constant measure-
ments indicated that the specimen likely consisted of ordered regions in
a disordered matrix. (section 4.4.1) Electron microscopy studies on Fe3Pt
specimens [10] , which had been isothermally ordered at 650°C for 0.5 hour,
showed bright ordered domains among dark areas. It is not clear, however,
wether the dark areas correspond to a disordered matrix or to the contrast
created by antiphase boundaries. The value of S =0.2 should be taken to
represent a long-range order parameter possibly averaged over a matrix of
ordered and disordered regions. In summary, evidence from X-ray diffraction
study suggests that ordering is by a nucleation and growth mechanism.
Short-range order was not measured in the specimens used in this
study. An initial annealing at 9000°C for 1 hour results in a certain degree
of short-range order which is retained on quenching. [ 83] Above the critical
ordering temperature, e , measurements at temperature [2 7] showed that the
short-range order coefficient vc1 '-0.1. It represents a 83% probability of
finding an Fe atom as a nearest-neighbor to a Pt atom. This is higher than
a probability of 75% in a random solid solution. Subsequent annealing below
ec allow this short--range order to develop into a long-range order. For
short annealing times (small S), however, the short-range order is a more
appropiate parameter in characterizing the nearest-neighbor correlation.
This would be the case for specimens with long-range order S = 0 and 0.2
in the present study. It should be noted, however, that these two sets of
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data were not used in the analysis of the effect of ordering on the Invar
phenomenon.
4.2 Specific Heat
When a ferromagnetic material is heated, the energy of magnetization
affects the rate at which a given inflow of heat will raise the temperature
of the material. The Weiss theory of ferromagnetism predicts that the
magnetic contribution to specific heat rises continuously with increasing
temperature up to the Curie point, whereupon it drops to zero. The magnitude
of the discontinuity at the Curie point depends on the value of the quantum
number j, which determines the coupling between electron moments. The
theoretical curves are shown in Figure 13a. Experiments show that the
decrease in specific heat takes place over a range of temperature instead
of precipitously. According to different authors, [ 68 ] the transition region
varies from 70 to 500C for Ni. The drop in specific heat in the transition
range was generally in fair agreement with theoretical value for j = 1/2.
Most recent measurements on a series of Fe-Ni alloys were reported by
Tanji, et al.[83] Alloys in the Invar range exhibited two features which
are different from pure Ni or Ni-rich alloys. The transition region near
T extended over a Larger temperature range, approximately 1000C, and the
c
drop in the specific heat is only one-half to one-third as large. The
temperature at which the peak in the specific heat versus temperature
curve occurs is designated the Curie temperature. The same criterion
of determining the Curie temperature will be adopted here.
0.5 1.0
T/Tc
Figure 13a.
Cj
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H
Heat capacity calculated for various quantum states
according to Weiss theory.
T
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Figure 13b. Determination of the Curie temperature, T , from
the square of magnetization versus temperature curve.
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We have investigated the variation of specific heat with temperature
under constant pressure in an Fe-25a/o Pt alloy with different degrees
of long-range order (Figure 14). The essential features were similar
to that of Fe-Ni Invar alloys. [83] The transition region was found to
decrease as the order of the specimen was decreased. This is in
qualitative agreement with the magnetization measurement of a Fe-28a/oPt
alloy reported by Sumiyama, et al. [ 7 ] Near Tc, the magnetization of
the ordered alloy changed more gradually with increasing temperature
than that of the disordered alloy. The drop in specific heat near Tc
is 0.003 cal/gm. This is of the same magnitude as observed in cobalt
and is considerably below that given by theory for j = 1/2. The Curie
temperatures as a function of order, determined by the criterion des-
cribed above, are shown in Figure 15. The open circles in the same
figure are for a disordered and a highly ordered state reported by
Mizoguchi, et al.[28]
In a specimen with S = 0, a rapid increase in the specific heat
occurred at 0°C. This large release of energy corresponds to a burst
in the martensitic transformation. Under optical microscope equipped
with a cooling stage, the surface of such a specimen was observed to
be covered entirely by martensite plates when 0C was reached. The
initial increase in the specific heat between room temperature and
OO°C is due to the magnetic transition.
In specimens with S = 0.2, the martensitic transformation possesses
some thermoelastic character. On the first cycle of cooling, small
peaks on the specific heat curve preceeded a narrow burst that was
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small compared to that observed in the disordered specimen. More
small peaks followed. On the second and third cycle of cooling, the
burst behavior disappeared (Figure 16). The reverse transformation
from a-+y consisted of small peaks extending over a temperature range of
120 degrees. Presumably, the small peaks correspond to the transforma-
tion, either ya or ay, of one or a few plates, while the burst was
due to a large number of plates transforming simultaneously. Neither
M nor A varied significantly over the first three thermal cycles.
The M were -740C (lst cycle), -70°C (2nd cycle) and -690 C (3rd cycle).
This is in contrast to the result reported by Umemoto and Wayman[8 4]
for a partially ordered Fe-25a/oPt specimen (5 hours at 5500C) in
which the Ms temperature showed significant increase with cycling
and was found to be -54°C (st cycle), 23°C (2nd cycle), 68°C (3rd
cycle) and 950°C (8th cycle) after which cycling did not increase M 
S
4.3 Elastic Moduli ofPolycrystalline Specimens
4.3.1 Fe-30 Ni Austenite
Single crystal elastic constants of Fe-30Ni had been measured
from temperatures above the Curie temperature, Tc, down to the M
temperature. [2122] The C' elastic constant showed a change from
negative to positive temperature dependence around T and the decrease
was 2.5% between Tc and M . The C elastic constant, however, did not
s
exhibit any anomalous behavior near T . It increased with decreasing
temperature. A slight positive temperature dependence was observed be-
tween 0°C and M . CL behaved similarly to the corresponding elastic
constant in Invar alloys. [ 6 ,23] The change to positive temperature
82
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dependence occurred approximately 1500 C above Tc. These anomalous be-
haviors have been attributed to a magnetic contribution to the elastic
constants. [21 Average elastic moduli, calculated using the VRH
method and suitable for describing polycrystalline specimens, are shown
in Figure 17 (dash lines). The temperature dependence of the shear and
the Young's moduli changed from negative to positive around T. How-
ever, no measurement had been reported on polycrystalline Fe-30Ni
alloys over a temperature range that includes T. Goldman, et al 8 0 ]
made measurements from -300C and 30°C and found that both the Young's
modulus and the shear modulus showed positive slope of 0.03%/C and
0.08%,/C respectively. It is not known from their work whether or not
the positive temperature dependence of the moduli is a result of a
magnetic transition. Hence, the longitudinal and shear wave velocities
of a polycrystalline Fe-30Ni specimen were measured in a temperature range
extending from above T and down to "410 degrees above Ms. The grain
size of the specimen was approximately 50 microns and the room tempera-
ture :Lattice parameter was determined to be 3.581A. The path length
[2]
was corrected using the thermal expansion measurements of Tanji, et al
The results are shown in Figure 17. They are in good agreement with
the average moduli calculated from the single crystal elastic constant
[21]data of Alers. Both the Young's modulus and the shear modulus
showed a change from negative to positive temperature dependence.
The change occurred at a higher temperature in the Young's
(xlO-"dyne/cm2)
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Figure 17, Polycrystalline elastic moduli of Fe-30Ni austenite versus
temperature.
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modulus because it is dependent on CL which behaves anomalously above
T c. The bulk modulus, which is largely determined by the CL elastic
constant, decreased continuously from 2000C down to M . The discrep-
ancy with Goldman's data is larger, especially in the Young's modulus.
The difference of 3.5% is outside the experimental error. It could be
due to a compositional difference between the two specimens. From the
present set of measurements on a polycrystalline specimen, it can be
said that the change in temperature dependence of the elastic moduli
is associated with the Curie temperature, although the small change
and broad transition region makes it difficult to establish this with
certainty.
4.3.2 Fe-30Ni Martensite
Very little data had been reported on the temperature dependence
[80]
of the elastic constants of Fe-30Ni martensite. Goldman, et al es-
timated the elastic moduli of martensite from measurements made on a
two-phase specimen. The temperature dependence of the shear and Young's
moduli were both found to be -0.02%/0 C. In the present measurement,
the martensitic state was produced by holding the specimen at -1960 C
for some time. After warming up to room temperature, X-ray diffraction
indicated no peaks that corresponded to the austenitic phase. The
lattice parameter of the martensite was determined to be 2.864A. This
[81]
was in agreement with the result reported by Reed, et al that
the lattice parameter of the martensite in Fe-Ni alloys decreases in
the Invar range. Both the shear and Young's moduli showed a negative
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temperature dependence, with a slope of -0.03%/0C (Figure 18). There
is a difference of 4% in the Young's modulus compared to the Goldman
result. Their specimen probably had a lower Ni content, since they ob-
served a two-phase structure at room temperature.-
4.3.3 Fe-22Pt Martensite
We are not aware of any published data on the elastic moduli of
martensite in Fe-Pt. The specimen for this measurement was obtained
from the ingot of an unsuccessful attempt to grow a single crystal of
Fe3Pt. At room temperature, the specimen was all martensite. The
composition was determined from the lattice parameter of 2.954A to be
Fe-22a/oPt (Figure 2). The M is 1000C. [82] In the temperature range
s
of measurement (200"C to -1000C), the martensite is not expected to
transform back to austenite. The results are shown in Figure 19.
Similar to the elastic moduli of the Fe-30Ni martensite, a normal be-
havior of negative temperature dependence was observed. The slopes are
-0.023%/0C and -0.03%/°C for the Young's modulus and the shear modulus
respectively.
4.4 Single-Crystal Elastic Constants of Fe-25Pt
4.4.1 General Considerations
Measurements of sound velocities were carried out in zero field
and with an applied field of 8 kilogauss to suppress domain reorienta-
tion. For the analysis of the magnetic contribution to the elastic
constants, only the data measured in an external field can be used. These
include the data sets for S = 0.85, 0.60, 0.55 and 0.40. In the case of
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S = 0.2, all three modes of echoes, one longitudinal and two trans-
verse, were slightly broader than that of the higher degree of order.
An applied external field-broadened the echoes even more and reduced
the number of detectable echoes, especially in the CL and C' modes. As
the specimen was cooled further below the Curie temperature, ultra-
sonic attenuation increased rapidly. An explanation can be advanced
as follows. A specimen with a low long-range rder parameter S as
determined by X-ray diffraction consists of partially ordered domains in
a disordered matrix. In the absence of an applied field, these ordered
regions serve as scattering centers if their size is of the order of
the ultrasonic wavelength, resulting in broadened echoes and increased
attenuation. If an external field is applied below the Curie tempera-
ture, the magnetic moments in the domains are aligned, further increas-
ing the magnetic scattering. The magnetic scattering increases on cool-
ing because the magnetization increases. Hence for the case of S = 0.2,
no reasonable measurements can be obtained in an applied field. In
the absence of a field, C and C' can be measured down to -400C, but CL
can no longer be determined below -20°C. For S'0, the Curie temperature
is only a few degrees above the M temperature. Measurements were made
in a zero field and stopped at room temperature. The values of the
elastic constants at the Ms temperature (0°C) were determined by extrapo-
lation. The variation from the actual values are not expected to exceed
2%. These two sets of data, corresponding to S = 0.2 and S = 0, will
be used in examining the growth behavior of martensites as a function
or order in the austenite. (Figure 20).
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The density for various degree of order was calculated from the
molecular weight of 91.35 for the composition Fe-25.2a/oPt and the
lattice parameters determined in Section 4.1. The correction for the
change in length of the specimen due to thermal expansion was carried
out as follows. Since the density p varies as []3 and the velocity
[k], V varies as [] , we obtain
2 (2ko/At)2
pV2 (T) = (36)
T
l+f a (T)dT
To
In Equation (36), subscript o denotes quantities measured at room
temperature, is the length of the specimen, At the round-trip travel-
ling time of the sound wave and a(T) the thermal expansion coefficient.
There is no published data on the thermal expansion coefficient as a
function of order in Fe3Pt. Measurement of the lattice parameter as a
function of temperature for S = 1 by Herbeuval [27] showed only less than
0.1% change over a range of 2000 near room temperature. This small
correction can be neglected considering that the error in the measure-
ment could reach 1%. The thermal expansion measurement of Fe-28Pt
by Sumiyama, et al showed a larger magnetic effect in the disordered
state. The thermal expansion coefficient calculated from their data is
shown in Figure 21 for both the ordered and the disordered states.
The change in length still amounts to no more than 0.3% from the room
temperature value in the temperature range we are interested in. Hence
we shall neglect this correction.
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Figure 21. Temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient
in ordered and disordered Fe-28Pt.
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4.4.2 Effect of an Applied External Field
The temperature dependence of the elastic constants C, C' and
CL for S = 0.85 are shown in Figure 22, where the dot-dashed and full
curves correspond to the zero field and magnetically saturated states,
respectively. The difference between these two curves is ascribed to
the AEX effect due to domain wall motion and domain wall rotation
(see Section 2.5.1). A AEX effect of the order of 3% is clearly notice-
able in the C-mode. In the case of the C-mode, a AEX effect could not
be detected within the experimental accuracy. The CL elastic con-
stant shows the normal AE effect below Tc, i.e., the low field value is
smaller than the high field value. However, a negative AE effect occurs
in the transition region above Tc: the bw field value is higher than the
high field value. Such a behavior has been observed in Invar
alloys [6,19,23] by various authors. All three modes of sound waves
were measurable down to the lowest temperature at which the measurements
could be made (see Section 3.4). This is in contrast to the observa-
tion of G.Hausch[ 2 3] that ultrasonic absorption in the C' mode increased
rapidly below 0°C preventing further measurement below -400C.
4.4.3 Elastic Constants as a Punction of the Degree of Order
The temperature dependence of the elastic constants C, C' and
CL measured in an external field of 8 kilogauss are shown in Figures
23-25, for various states of atomic order. All three elastic constants
display large magnetic contributions similar to the Fe-Ni alloys, [6]
but are enhanced in magnitude. The change in the elastic constants
are comparable to those reported for a disordered Fe-28a/oPt alloys. [23]
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A. The Shear Elastic Constants C and C'
At a fixed temperature in the paramagnetic region, there is no
observable difference in the value of C between the various states of
order. C', however, shows an increase from S = 0.85 to S = 0.60 after
which it decreases as S is lowered. Below the Curie temperature, the
shear constants decrease continuously with decreasing temperature. For
small S, the rate at which C and C' decrease with temperature is more
rapid than for large S. The curves cross near -500 C for C and near
-150 C for C'. Above these points C and C' are larger for small S be-
cause Invar softening begins at a higher temperature in more highly
ordered states. Below the crossover, C and C' are smaller for small S.
This indicates a larger Invar effect in states of decreasing S. This
observation is in agreement with the spontaneous magnetostriction measure-
ments reported by Sumiyama, et al[ 7] for a Fe-28a/oPt alloy. They
found that the disordered state has a larger thermal expansion anomaly
than the ordered state. Nakajima[ 1 2 ] also reported that the linear
magnetostriction decreased monotonically with increasing duration of
ordering anneal.
According to the theory (Section 2.5.2), the magnetic contribu-
tion to C and C' are expected to obey the relations
-C' = K (I/Io) 2 (lla)
m 1 o
= K2 (I/Io )2
-Cm
(11lb)
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I/I being the relative magnetization. Without available data on the
temperature dependence of the magnetization in Fe 3Pt as a function of
order, we used the magnetization measurements of an Fe-28Pt alloy in
both ordered and disordered states by Sumiyama, et al [ 7 and assumed
that the dependence of the relative magnetization, I/Io, on the reduced
temperatures, T/T in Fe3Pt is the same as that in Fe-28a/oPt (Figure
26). We also made the assumption that states with S >, 0.5 have the
same dependence as the ordered Fe-28a/oPt alloy while those with S < 0.5
follow the dependence of the disordered Fe-28a/oPt alloy. Later analysis
showed that changes in the quantities calculated are insensitive to
the S value at which this division is assumed.
The exchange contribution to the elastic constants C and C' in
the ferromagnetic region were calculated by subtracting the lattice
contribution, determined by extrapolation from the paramagnetic regions,
from the experimental values. Plots of -C and -C versus (I/Io)
m m 0
are shown in Figure 27. Least square fits to the points in the range
2(I/Io) = 0.4 and 0.7 gave the slopes K1 and K2 in Equations (lla) and
(llb). From K1 and K2, one can calculate the first and second deriva-
tives of the first nearest neighbor exchange integral, J' and J1 ' from
the equations.
J1 = (2K1-K2)/NVzlrl (12a)
T I -,, 1 -V_ 2
J = /& 2-fO&1)IVvzrr (±zD;
106
23 -3
where Nz 1 = 9.11xl0 cm and r is the first nearest neighbor sep-
aration. The values of K1 , K2 , J1 and J1" as a function of S are
listed in Table 4. The error bounds are related to the inaccuracy
associated with determining T from the specific heat measurements. The
value of J1 increases from 17.36x10 - 6 dyn in S= 0.85 to 21.09x10 - 6 dyn
in S = 0.6, 23.04x106 dyn in S = 0.55 and 22.08x106 dyn in S = 0.4.
Compared to a value of 16.65x10- 6 in disordered Fe-28a/oPt [2 3] and
-6 [6]7.1x10 in Fe-35%Ni, Fe Pt clearly exhibits the largest Invar
effect. We shall discuss the physical meaning of the variation in J'
in a later section.
Using K1 and K2 derived above, the values of C and C' below -80
°
were calculated using Eq'n (11). The reduction in the C' elastic
constant is especially large in the partially ordered states. At
liquid nitrogen temperature, C' is only 0.06x1011 dyn/cm2 for S = 0.55
compared to a value of 3x1011 dyn/cm2 in the paramagnetic region. The
maximum reduction in the C elastic constant amounts to 30%.
An important factor which relates to the magnitude of C' is the
anisotropy ratio, A, which is the ratio of the two shear elastic con-
stant:s, C and C'. C' measures the resistance to shear deformation on
{110]<110>, which is close to the direction of the lattice invariant
deformation in the y-+ transformation in Fe3Pt. A high value of A in-
dicat:es a small C' elastic constant, meaning that shear deformation along
this direction can occur more readily due to reduced resistance. The
temperature dependence of A as a function of S are shown in Figure 28.
The magnetically induced reduction of the C' elastic constant is so
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Figure 26. Functional dependence of the reduced magnetization, I/Io,
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large that A increases from a value of 4 at room temperature to 32
at -1960C for S = 0.60. This is larger than a value of 20 in disordered
Fe-28a/oPt and 6 in Fe-35%Ni at -1960C.
B. The C Elastic Constant
For- a given degree of order S, CL shows a magnetically induced
decrease starting at temperatures high above Tc, goes through a
minimum below T and rises again at lower temperatures. In the para-
magnetic region, CL decreases with increasing degree of order at a
fixed temperature. The size of the minimum below T also decreases
c
with increasing S. The curves cross and below the cross-over point
CL is smaller for small S. At lower temperatures, extrapolations of the
experimental curves indicate another cross-over around -1600 C be-
low which CL for small S is again larger than that of the higher ordered
states. The differences,however, are small. The minimum, occurring
at approximately 0°C, does not shift significant with ordering. This
is different from the result of an Fe-28a/oPt alloy,[23] in which the
minimum in CL shifted from 1750C in the ordered state to 500°C in the
disordered state, and remained approximately 50 degrees below Tc.
The magnetic contribution to the elastic constant CL is given by
2
-C, = (-351+4K) (I/Io)+L w - (37)
where the first term is the exchange contribution and the second is
the Dbring or AE term. Using aw/aH = llx0l e - 1 and aI/H = 2.5x10-3
[7] 11Gauss/Oe, we calculated at room temperature that CL 1.33x10L' m
112
-1.86x10 , -1.30x10 and -0.94x101 dynes/cm2 for S = 0.85, 0.60,
0.55 and 0.4, respectively. These values are far too small to account
for the observed minimum. The anomalous decrease above T and the
c
magnitude of the minimum below T had been discussed in detail by
[6,23]Hausch and Warlimont ' see also Section 2.1). No satisfactory ex-
planation has been advanced to this date.
4.4.4 Average Moduli as a Function of the Degree of Order
The average Young's modulus E, shear modulus G and bulk modulus
B, suitable for describing polycrystalline specimens, were calculated
from the single crystal elastic constants using the VRH method des-
cribed in Section 3.5. The values of G, E, B and Poisson's ratio v
are tabulated in Tables 5-10 and plotted in Figures 29-32.
Both the shear and the Young's moduli behave similarly to the
shear elastic constants C and C'. Below Tc, they decrease continuously
with decreasing temperature. Their values are smaller for small S in
the low temperature region. For S = 0.55, the shear modulus decreases
from a value of 6x101 dyn/cm2 in the paramagnetic region to 2.25x101 1
dyn/cm2 at -196°C, a three-fold reduction. Decrease of similar magni-
tude is also observed in the Young's modulus. The bulk modulus and the
Poisson's ratio are largely determined by the CL elastic constant. Hence
their behavior is similar to CL, with the decrease beginning above Tc,
going through a minimum below T and rising again at lower temperatures.
In order to reproduce the elastic conditions of the austenite
under which changes in the growth behavior of the martensite were ob-
served, we have followed the heat treatment of Kajiwara and Owen. [91
113
They were 5 hours, 1 hour and 10 minutes at 650°C resulting in S of 0.6,
0.4 and 0.2, respectively. The disordered state was produced by quench-
ing from 900°C into water'without breaking the capsule. The M tem-
peratures determined from disk specimens of the present alloy (grain
size "'4mm) were lower than that of the polycrystalline specimens (grain
size "100 microns) of Kajiwara and Owen. For example, for the heat
treatment of 10 minutes at 650°C, a M temperature of -74°C was obtained
in the present alloy versus -450C in Kajiwara's specimen. The effect
of grain size on the Ms temperature has not been studied in Fe3Pt. The
cooling rates between the two sets of experiments are also probably
different. Since most investigations on the transformation behavior
in Fe3Pt used polycrystalline specimens with grain size similar to
Kajiwara's specimens, we shall use the Ms temperatures determined from
his specimens as being representative of Fe3Pt alloy with a certain de-
gree of order S. The values of E, G, B and at Ms as a function of
order are listed in Table 11 together with the single crystal elastic
constants C, C and CL. Were we to use the M temperature determined
from the present alloy, conditions would be even more favorable for
thermoelastic growth because of the greater softening in the C and C'
elastic constants at a lower Ms temperature.
5
4.5 Variation of Exchange Integral with Interatomic Distance
In terms of the Heisenberg model, the ferromagnetic transition is
due to quantum mechanical exchange forces acting between electrons in
neighboring atoms. As two atoms are brought near to each other from a
distance, this force causes electron spins in the two atoms to become
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Table 5. Elastic moduli as a function of temperature. S=0.85.
H=8 kG T =122 C (modulus in units of 1011 dyn/cm 2 )
c
T (C) CL C C' B G E V A
200 24.05 9.61 2.92 13.47 5.97 15.62 0.31 3.29
180 23.67 9.63 2.93 13.06 5.99 15.59 0.30 3.29
160 23.00 9.64 2.94 12.38 6.00 15.50 0.29 3.28
150 22.55 9.61 2.94 11.96 6.03 15.48 0.28 3.30
140 22.10 9.61 2.91 11.52 5.97 15.26 0.28 3.30
120 21.37 9.50 2.85 10.92 5.88 14.95 0.27 3.33
100 20.87 9.38 2.76 10.57 5.76 14.62 0.27 3.40
80 20.47 9.26 2.62 10.34 5.60 14.23 0.27 3.53
60 20.10 9.10 2.46 10.18 5.41 13.79 0.27 3.70
40 19.80 8.94 2.23 10.12 5.16 13.22 0.28 4.01
20 19.55 8.77 2.11 10.08 4.99 12.85 0.29 4.16
0 19.50 8.60 1.93 10.26 4.77 12.39 0.30 4.46
-20 19.65 8.44 1.75 10.63 4.55 11.94 0.31 4.82
-40 19.92 8.34 1.58 11.05 4.36 11.55 0.32 5.28
-60 20.35 8.20 1.44 11.67 4.17 11.19 0.34 5.69
-80 20.85 8.09 1.30 12.33 4.00 10.82 0.35 6.22
-100 21.33 7.99* 1.18* 12.95 3.84 10.48 0.36 6.77
-120 21.72 7.89* 1.06* 13.48 3.68 10.12 0.38 7.44
-140 22.02* 7.81* 0.97* 13.89 3.56 9.83 0.38 8.05
-160 22.23* 7.76* 0.90* 14.17 3.47 9.61 0.39 8.62
-180 22.40* 7.67* 0.81* 14.46 3.34 9.30 0.39 9.47
-200 22.53* 7.59* 0.70* 14.71 3.19 8.91 0.40 10.84
* extrapolation
__ _
Table 6. Elastic moduli as a function of temperature. S=0.60.
H=8 kG
C
9.65
9.66
9.67
9.65
9.61
9.54
9.45
9.32
9.15
8.96
8.75
8.63
8.75
8.33
8.15
7.98
7.83*
7.70*
7.60*
7.43*
T =1070C
c
C' B
3.04
3.04
3.03
2.99
2.91
2.79
2.65
2.50
2.32
2.12
1.89
1.76
1.62
1.36
1.17
1.00
0.84*
0.69*
0.57*
0.33*
(modulus in units of 10
13.74
13.63
13.02
12.35
11.67
10.88
10.27
9.85
9.38
9.13
9.12
9.28
9.48
10.20
10.96
11.84
12.74
13.44
14.03
14.96
G
6.08
6.09
6.08
6.04
5.97
5.84
5.70
5.52
5.31
5.07
4.79
4.63
4.46
4.14
3.88
3.65
3.42
3.21
3.03
2.68
11 dyn/cm2 )
E
15.90
15.90
15.79
15.58
15.29
14.87
14.42
13.96
13.40
12.83
12.22
11.90
11.56
10.93
10.42
9.92
9.42
8.92
8.49
7.59
A
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.39
0.40
0.42
3.17
3.18
3.19
3.23
3.30
3.42
3.57
3.73
3.94
4.23
4.63
4.90
5.27
6.13
6.97
7.98
9.32
11.16
13.33
22.52
T (C)
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
-10
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
-140
-180
24.40
24.30
23.70
23.00
22.25
21.35
20.60
20.00
19.30
18.80
18.50
18.50
18.55
18.98
19.50
20.15
20.85
21.37
21.82*
22.50*
__ I_
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Table 7. Elastic moduli as a function of temperature. S=0.55.
(modulus in units of
G E
1011 dyn/cm2 )
9 A
3.00
2.98
2.98
2.94
2.92
2.89
2.81
2.70
2.55
2.36
2.12
1.86
1.56
1.31
1.09
0.91
0.71*
0.54*
14.09
13.85
13.47
12.87
12.54
12.11
11.28
10.59
10.04
9.50
8.94
8.49
8.58
9.15
9.99
11.07
12.16
13.11
6.04
6.04
6.03
6.01
5.99
5.96
5.88
5.76
5.59
5.38
5.10
4.79
4.42
4.10
3.81
3.57
3.29
3.05
0.39* 13.93 2.82
15.85
15.83
15.74
15.59
15.49
15.35
15.02
14.63
14.15
13.57
12.86
12.10
11.33
10.69
10.15
9.67
9.07
8.48
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.33
0.35
0.38
0.39
3.20
3.23
3.23
3.28
3.30
3.33
3.41
3.52
3.68
3.92
4.27
4.75
5.51
6.38
7.52
8.85
11.13
14.37
7.93 0.41 19.59
* extrapolation
H=8 kG
T (C) CL C
T =1120C
c
C' B
200
180
160
140
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120
100
80
60
40
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
-140
24.70
24.48
24.10
23.50
23.15
22.70
21.80
21.00
20.28
19.53
18.70
17.95
17.70
17.95
18.55
19.42
20.30
21.05
21.70*
9.61
9.63
9.64
9.65
9.64
9.63
9.58
9.51
9.39
9.24
9.05
8.84
8.60
8.36
8.20
8.05
7.90*
7.76*
7.64*
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Table 8. Elastic moduli as a function of temperature. S=0.40.
(modulus in units
G E
of 1011 dyn/cm2 )
V A
2.82
2.82
2.82
2.79
2.76
2.72
2.66
2.58
2.58
2.20
2.02
1.80
1.59
1.20
0.92
0.73
0.57*
0.45*
14.24
13.00
11.96
11.04
10.32
9.56
8.77
7.91
7.91
6.17
6.30
6.57
7.00
7.89
9.06
10.25
11.37
12.29
0.29* 13.84
5.90
5.91
5.91
5.88
5.85
5.80
5.74
5.65
5.40
5.21
4.99
4.72
4.46
3.99
3.60
3.32
3.06
2.86
2.58
15.55
15.39
15.23
14.98
14.75
14.48
14.14
13.69
12.58
12.18
11.83
11.43
11.05
10.24
9.54
8.99
8.42
7.94
0.32
0.30
0.29
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.24
0.28
0.32
0.35
0.38
0.39
3.41
3.42
3.43
3.45
3.48
3.52
3.59
3.67
3.94
4.16
4.45
4.89
5.43
6.98
8.80
10.84
13.45
16.69
7.26 0.41 25.03
* extrapolation
H=8 kG
T (C) CL
T =270C
c
C' BC
180
140
100
80
70
60
50
40
20
10
0
-10
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
-160
24.80
23.58
22.56
21.60
20.85
20.05
19.20
18.25
16.35
16.05
15.95
15.97
16.16
16.67
17.47
18.40
19.25
19.95
21.10*
9.62
9.64
9.66
9.63
9.62
9.58
9.54
9.48
9.48
9.15
9.29
8.80
8.63
8.38
8.10
7.91
7.69*
7.51*
7.26*
__ __
_ ____
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Table 9. Elastic moduli as a function of temperature. S=0.2.
H= 0
C
9.52
9.55
9.58
9.58
9.57
9.50
9.35
9.25
9.11
8.78
(modulus in units of 1011 dyn/cm2 )
C' B
2.88
2.88
2.86
2.85
2.80
2.72
2.55
2.39
2.18
1.70
14.92
14.14
13.27
12.57
11.60
10.39
8.70
7.70
6.71
8.65
G
5.91
5.92
5.92
5.91
5.86
5.77
5.58
5.41
5.17
4.62
E
15.66
15.58
15.44
15.32
15.06
14.62
13.78
13.15
12.36
11.77
v A
0.32
0.32
0.30
0.30
0.28
0.27
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.27
3.31
3.32
3.35
3.36
3.42
3.49
3.67
3.87
4.18
5.16
22.00* 8.43 1.26 13.15 4.07 11.06 0.36 6.69
* extrapolation
T (C)
180
140
100
80
60
40
20
10
0
-20
CL
25.40
24.65
23.80
23.10
22.10
20.80
18.90
17.75
16.55
18.00
-40
25.05
24.40
23.70
22.75
21.75
20.30
18.80*
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Elastic moduli as a function of temperature. S=0.
H= 0 (modulus in units of 10 11 dyn/cm 2 )
C C' B
9.65
9.65
9.65
9.65
9.65
9.65
9.65*
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.85*
14.45
13.80
13.10
12.15
11.15
9.70
8.20
G
5.93
5.93
5.93
5.93
5.93
5.93
5.93
E
15.65
15.56
15.46
15.30
15.11
14.78
14.33
A
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.21
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
* extrapolation
Table 10.
T (C) CL
180
140
100
60
40
20
0
- - - -_ 
_
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Table 11. Elastic properties of austenite and martensite at the M
s
temperature
(modulus in units of 1011 dyn/cm2 )
Austenite
S M
5 C11 C12 C44
G v A
<-196 15.60 15.14 7.38
-115 12.52 11.52 7.60
-45 14.84 12.50 8.33
0 11.99 6.31 9.65
2.50 0.43 32
2.90 0.39 15
3.90 0.36 7.3
5.93 0.21 3.4
Martensite
<-196 20.13 13.05 8.31
-115 20.13 13.05 8.31
-45 20.13 13.05 8.31
5.77
5.77
5.77
2.35*
2.35
2.35
0 20.07 13.11 8.17
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.6
0.4
0.2
__
0 5.40 2.35
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parallel. The spin moments remain parallel until at a certain distance,
the force diminishes and then becomes zero. The original Bethe curve
showed schematically this change in the energy J as a function of the
distance between atoms. The Bethe-Slater curve (Figure 33) plotted
the magnetic energy J associated with a series of elements in the iron-
group versus the corresponding values of R/r, where R is the radius
of the atom (half the internuclear distance in the crystal) and r,
the radius of the 3d shell. Because r varies between elements, the
slope of the continuous curve does not reflect the dependence of J on
the interatomic distance. In reality, a different curve should be drawn
for each element. One can construct a Bethe-Slater curve for alloys,
as Hausch and Warlimont[6 1 had done for the Fe-Ni Invar alloys. Since
the width of the 3d band is likely to change when the composition is
varied, the slope and the curvature of such a curve should not be inter-
preted to represent the first and second derivatives of the exchange
interaction, as Hausch and Warlimont did in the case of Fe-Ni alloys.
In an. alloy that undergoes ordering, the composition is fixed. While
ordering will probably introduce local exchange interactions[58] and
modify the fine structure of the 3d band, the width of the band is un-
likely to change. Based on this assumption, the variation of the ex-
change interaction J and its derivative J' with ordering can be directly
related to the variation of the lattice parameter with ordering.
According to the Weiss theory, the exchange integral J is directly
proportional to the Curie temperature and J' can be determined from
the magnetic contribution to the elastic constants. The results for
Fe3Pt are shown in Figure 34. Between S = 0.4 and 0.6, there is only a
atomic
diameter
se, aration
shllof unfilled shell
The Bethe-Slater curve.
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Figure 33.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Long range order parameter S
Figure 34. Spatial dependence of the nearest-neighbor exchange
integral (schematic).
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small change in the lattice parameter a . The first derivative of J
cannot vary significantly in this narrow range of interatomic distance.
This was confirmed by the values of J' determined from the elastic con-
stant measurement for S = 0.4, 0.55 and 0.6. At larger interatomic dis-
tance, J' decreases and the curve becomes concave downward. This is
understandable since for separations larger then those which occur in
this alloy, J must vanish.
The isotropic exchange integral J is a function of JFe-Fe' JFe-Pt'
JPtPt and the degree of order S (Section 2.5.4. From the analysis
of the magnetic properties of Pt, we can assume JPt = 0. 89] How-
ever, a magnetic moment can be induced in a Pt atom in alloys. There-
fore, JFe-Pt has a finite value. We can calculate the values of
JFe-Fe' JFe-Pt and their first derivatives from Equation (22) and the
values of J, J' for S = 0.6 and 0.55, where the interatomic separa-
tions can be considered to be the same. At this separation,
J = - 120.5 KFe-Fe
J = 1074 K
Fe-Pt
J' = 1 77x104 dyneFe-Fe
J' = -1.77x104 dyne
Fe-Pt
With an induced magnetic moment, neighoring Pt atoms might interact.
Because the probability of Pt-Pt nearest-neighbor pair is small compared
to Fe-Fe or Fe-Pt nearest-neighbor pair, the values of JFe-Fe and
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J should not be too strongly dependent on the value of JPt-Pt IfFe-'Pt Pt-Pt'
JPt-Pt is allowed to vary from 500 K to -500 K, J FeFevaries by a factor
of two while JFe Pt changes only by about 10%.
Based on a qualitative analysis of the magnetic properties of
alloys of platinum with iron-group elements, Sato [89] arrived at the
result that near Fe3Pt
Fe-Pt Fe-Fe
JFe-Fe 0
JFe-Pt > (38)
There is indirect evidence, a conclusion that has been reached from low-
temperature studies of -phase iron alloys, that T-Fe is antiferromagnetic
[31,139]
with a Neel temperature of 80 K. ' This means J is approxi-
Fe-Fe
mately -80 K. The numbers we calculated were in qualitative agreement
with these results.
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CHAPTER 5
THERMOELASTIC MARTENSITE
5.1 Introduction
The y -+ a transformation inFe Pt proceeds martensitically.[25]3
On ordering the austenite, the temperature at which the transformation
[26]
starts on cooling, Ms, is decreased and the martensite formed becomes
tetragonal. The kinetics of the forward, y -+ a, and reverse, a + y
transformation, as revealed by the change in electrical resistance with
temperature, are reproducible on successful thermal cycles after the
first cycle. The thermal hysteresis is decreased as the degree of long-
range order of the y-phase is increased.[ 9 0 9 2 ] The crystallography
of the martensitic transformation in disordered Fe-25 at. pct Pt has
been investigated in detail[ 9 3] and measurements of the shape strain and
orientation relationship are in close agreement with the predictions of
the phenomenological crystallographic theories. The transformation is
of the {3, 15, 10} type observed in Fe-Ni[ 94 and Fe-Ni-C [9 5 alloys.
Dunne and Wayman [9 0 1 have shown that there is no significant change in
the habit plane or the total shape strain of martensite formed in
disordered and partially ordered (650C for 0.5 hr) Fe-24.5 at.pct.Pt
specimens. The lattice-invariant deformation is by twinning on (112)
[111] , in both ordered and disordered specimens.[96,97] There are, how-
ever, differences in the width and the density of the twins. When the
austenite is ordered, the twins in the martensite are thinner than in
the disordered alloys. This difference may be closely related to the
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accommodation of transformation strain at the interface and the ease with
which the interface moves' as will be discussed in.the.next section.
On ordering the austenite, the difference between the M and Ass
temperatures and the thermal hysteresis decrease markedly. Associated
with a small hysteresis, as Dunne and Wayman showed in the most highly
ordered specimens (500 hrs. at 5500C) of.the 24 at.pct Pt alloy which they
used :Ln their experiments,is that the plates of martensite grow and shrink
so slowly that the changes in size can be observed optically. The shape
and volume changes involved in the growth of a plate in these specimens
are accommodated by the austenite without deformation slip of a magnitude
that can be detected on a prepolished surface of the specimen. From
these observations, they concluded that the y -+ a and the a + y trans-
formations in ordered alloys are thermoelastic. They also showed that,
in the same specimens, the plates of martensite reappear in the same
location after each thermal cycle, i.e. the microstructure of the marten-
site is reproducible each time a specimen is cooled through the y a
transition. Since they examined metallographically the growth and dis-
appearance of plates of martensite only in the most highly ordered speci-
mens, the extent to which microstructural memory and the thermoelastic
effects are dependent upon:the degree of order are not known from their
work.
[91]
Kajiwara and Owen[ studied the effect of ordering on the micro-
structural memory in Fe-25 at.pct Pt and 27 at.pct Pt alloys and found
somewhat different results. In the partially ordered Fe-25 at.pct Pt
alloys (20 minutes at 6500 C), the microstructural memory is perfect.
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When the specimens were cooled a second time, new .martensite plates
appears in exactly the same locations as those occupied:after the first
cooling. The microstructure at -1960 C was unchanged after thermal cycl-
ing between -1960C and 250C. The most highly ordered specimen in this
study (1 hr. at 650°C), however, exhibited only a partial microstructural
memory. After the first cooling cycle, all the:martensite plates
appeared. The observation that partially ordered specimens have a per-
fect memory for the microstructure while highly ordered specimens have
only an imperfect memory appears to be contradictory to the observation
of Dumnne and Wayman. Comparison between the two studies are difficult,
however, because the relative degree of order are unknown, and the grain
size, the compositionand the cooling rate were all different.
In addition to microstructural reproducibility, it was found that
when the austenite is disordered or partially ordered, a high density of
dislocations, many in the form of elongated loops, are left behind in
the austenite when the interface moves backward in the a - y transforma-
tion. The array of loops lie in the interfacial habit plane, which is
approximately {3, 15, 10}y. The Burgers' vector of the dislocations is
< 110> which is the principal slip direction in the austenite, but which
doesn.ot lie in the habit plane. This direction is nearly parallel to
the twinning shear direction of the transformation twins in the marten-
site. In the highly ordered specimen, very limited amounts of disloca-
tion debris was detected. An important conclusion is that the formation,
during the a + y transformation, of small volume of austenite with high
dislocation density embedded in the untransformed austenite is essen-
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tial if the specimen is to have a microstructural memory. This also im-
plies that in the partially ordered specimens, the transformation strains
at the interface are accommodated, in part,-plastically in both the for-
ward and reverse transformation. Only in the highly ordered specimens
are the accommodation of this interfacial strain likely to be truly
elastic. As will be discussed in the next section, a true thermoelastic
growth should elastically accommodate the transformation strains at the
interface on a microscopic scale and the shape change on a macroscope
scale. Hence thermoelastic growth and the reproducibility of the micro-
structure associated with the martensitic transformation in ordered
alloys are phenomenona related to each other indirectly through the
ability of the austenite, dependent on the degree of order, to accommo-
date elastically the interfacial strain due to the lattice invariant de-
formation, twinning.
As the austenite becomes ordered, another crystallographic change
occurs. The martensite becomes tetragonal, and the tetragonality in-
[97,98]
creases with the degree of order of the y-phase. Tadaki and Shimizu
showed that in a Fe-24 at.pct Pt alloy, the thermoelastic martensite
is body-centered tetragonal with an axial ratio c/a = 1.1 when the y-phase
has a degree of order S = 0.8. The volume of the tetragonal unit cell
remains roughly constant independent of S. The lattice parameter of
austenite with a degree of order S smaller than 0.5 remains almost con-
stant between room temperature and Ms, whereas that of austenite with S
larger than 0.6 increases appreciably with decreasing temperature. The
result is that as S increases, the volume change during the transformation
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decreases. The volume change is decreased from 1.4% in the disordered
alloy to 0% in the highly ordered state, a change brought about the In-
var Efect. Ordering raises the Curie temperature,'Tc, above the Ms
temperature and since the thermal expansion coefficient for Fe-25Pt is
negative below Tc, the lattice parameter of the austenite increases with
decreasing temperature between room temperature and Ms . As the volume of
the BCT unit cell of the a phase remains constant with ordering, the
larger depression of Ms below Tc in the highly ordered specimens results
in a Larger Invar effect, and hence a smaller volume change.
The thermoelastic growth of a plate of martensite in a matrix re-
quires that all strains produced by the transformation be accommodated
elastically. The extent to which elastic accommodation is achieved de-
pends on the elastic properties, which determines the stress level in
the austenite, and the plastic properties of the austenite, which deter-
mines the limit at which plastic flow occurs. Nilles[8 5 ] observed that
for Fe-25 at.pct Pt and 26 at.pct Pt alloys tested at 1800C, the rate
of increase in the flow stress (0.2% yield stress) of the austenite
is large in the early stages of ordering, but the rate of increase with
ordering time diminishes as the highly ordered state is approached. The
flow stress in the ordered state (5.2x10 N/m2 ) is twice as large as that
of the disordered state (2.2x108 N/m2). The rate of decrease of the flow
stress with increasing temperature is about 1 kg/mm2 per 10 degree C, and
insensitive to changes in the order. By taking into account the direct
effect: o ordering, which doubles the flow stress of austenite when fully
ordered, and the lowering of the Ms temperature with ordering, the re-5
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sistance to plastic flow in the austenite at M is expected to increase
significantly with ordering.
More drastic changes occur in the elastic properties of the Fe-Pt
alloys in the Invar range. Just as the Invar effect introduces a magneto-
volume contribution which produces the anomalous thermal expansion be-
havior, it also introduces a magnetic contribution to the elastic con-
stants. This contribution is negative and, based on a localized inter-
action model, proportional to the square of the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion. Cooling below the Curie temperature, T , the shear elastic con-
stants C and C' are decreased, the magnitude of the decrease depending
on the temperature interval below T c. In a disordered Fe-28Pt single
crystal, which does not transform martensitically, Hausch[2 3] showed
that the value of the C' elastic constant at -1960C is only one-fourth
of that at room temperature. In a disordered polycrystalline Fe-25a/oPt
[20]
specimen, the Young's modulus decreases by 20% between room tempera-
ture and the Ms temperature. In the ordered state (200 hr. at 6000C),
the Ms temperature is below -1960C. Decrease by a factor of three in
the Young's modulus is observed between room temperature and -1960C.
Clearly, the elastic properties oft he austenite at the start of the
martensitic transformation are determined by the effects of ordering on
M and the temperature interval between the Ms temperature and the Curie
temperature. A systematic study of the dependence on ordering of the
three independent single crystal elastic constants C, C' and CL is pre-
sented in this thesis. The best estimates of the elastic properties of a
polycrystalline specimen are those calculated from the single crystal
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elastic constants using.theVoigt-Reuss-Hill method. The shear modu-
lus at M s is 2.5x101 1 dyn/cm 2 for S = 0.6 (M<-1960 C), 2.9x10l1 1 dyn/cm2
for S = 0.4 (Ms =- 1100C), 3.9x1011 dyn/cm for S = 0.2 (M =- 450C)
and 5.9x1011 dyn/cm2 for S = 0 (Ms = 0°C), where the M temperatures for
polycrystalline specimens are obtained from Kajiwara and Owen. 91]
A change of a factor of two in the shear modulus is observed between
the ordered state which exhibits the thermoelastic growth and the disordered
state in which the transformation is burst-like and in which the trans-
formation shape change is partially accommodated by plastic flow.
Similar changes occur in the Young's modulus. The bulk modulus at M,
however, increases with ordering (Table 11).
5.2 Theoretical Consideration
The thermoelastic growth of a plate of martensite in austenite
requires that two kinds of transformation strain be accommodated el-
astically by the matrix: that associated with the total shape strain of
the transformation as predicted by the phenomenological crystallographic
theories[99' 100] and that associated with the interfacial strain in twinned
martensite. The elastic accommodation of the shape strain in thermo-
elastic growth has been discussed extensively in a qualitative manner.
A model of growth of martensite plates will be presented later to des-
cribe quantitatively the thermoelastic behavior of Fe3Pt. The elastic
acconmodation of interfacial strain in twinned martensite has been dis-
cussed qualitatively by Kajiwara and Owen [101 and will be briefly
reviewed here.
[91]The electron microscopy work by Kajiwara and Owen suggests
why, in Fe3Pt, the driving force needed to move the a/y interface is
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smaller in ordered than disordered specimens. In disordered or partially
ordered alloys, the interface is a wall of sessile dislocation loops
while in more ordered alloys the glide dislocations in the small amount
of debris from the reverse-transformation are paired superlattice disloca-
tions. It is clearly more difficult to move an interface of sessile dis-
location loops.
The lattice invariant deformation in Fe3Pt is by twinn-
ing on (112)[111] in both ordered and disordered specimens.[96,97]
Using this shear, the formal crystallographic theories predict very well
the observed habit plane, orientation relation and shape deformation for
disordered alloys. In twin-related martensite plates, if the ratio of
thickness of neighboring twins is that demanded by the crystallographic
theories, the strains at the interface are zero when averaged over dis-
tances which are large compared with the twin thickness. On a smaller
scale, however, significant strains are developed because within each
twin, there is no lattice invariant strain. The strains at the y-a
interface of the two twin-related gates partly cancel each other, and the
strain energy per unit area of the y-a interface is reduced if the thick-
ness of the twin-pair is decreased. There is a minimum thickness at which
the decrease in the interfacial energy is balanced by the increase in
the energy per unit volume of the internal twin interface. Hence a
reduction in the twin boundary energy will produce finer twins, render-
ing more favorable the elastic accommodation of interfacial strains.
Kajiwara and Owen suggested that ordering results in a substantial
reduction of the twin boundary energy due to the ordered arrangement
across the twin interface and the relaxation of the nearest interatomic
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distance across the (1 1 2)bct twin boundary when the martensite tetra-
gonal:ity increases with ordering. The result is that.in ordered alloys,
the twins are sufficiently thin to accommodate the strains at the habit
plane elastically. In this way they accounted for the observation that
when he austenite is substantially disordered, high density of dis-
locat:ions are left behind in the austenite when the interface moves
backward in the a - y transformation whereas in a well-ordered specimen,
very few such dislocations are found. Recently, Tadaki et al.[ 7] showed
experimentally that the twin widths in martensite in Fe-24 at%Pt are
indeed decreased with increasing degree of order, lending support to
the qualitative explanation advanced above.
Turning to the growth of a macroscopic plate of martensite, thermo-
elast:Lic behavior requires that the chemical driving force be balanced
by the elastic strain energy generated by the transformation. Elastic
strain is reversible while plastic strain produced by slip is not.
During truly thermoelastic growth, all the shape strain is accommodated
elastically. A decrease in temperature permits the transformation to
proceed at a small net driving force, while on raising the temperature,
the chemical driving force is reduced as the stored elastic energy is
released. Above To, both the chemical driving force and the elastic
strain energy drive the transformation in the reverse direction. At a
fixed temperature, the martensite plates grow or shrink until they reach
a thermoelastic equilibrium. Then small changes in temperature cause
the plates to thicken or to shrink.
Christian [ 1 02] summarized the four conditions which promote thermo-
elastic growth:
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1) A small driving force
2) a small volume change
3) a small shear component of the shape strain
4) a matrix with a high elastic limit.
In both disordered and ordered Fe 3Pt, the lattice invariant de-
formation is by twinning on (112) [111] . This is close to {110}<110>
in the austenite. In this orientation, the resistance to shear deforma-
tion is measured by the C' elastic constant. It has been shown that
there is a large decrease in the C' elastic constant of the austenite
at Ms when ordering increases. A small value of this elastic constant
means that the twinning shear can proceed more readily. This is similar
to the Zener softening[103] which interprets a bcc + fcc transition,
like that in Fe at 910C, in terms of the small value of the (Cll-CL2)/2
coefficient likely to be associated with a bcc structure. Hence it can
be reasoned that at the nucleation stage, the driving force will be
much smaller for ordered specimens.
Experimentally it has been shown that the volume change during
the transformation decreases until as S approaches unity, the volume
change goes to zero. It should be noted that the bulk modulus at Ms
increases with ordering. However, the decreasing volume change with
ordering eliminates the effect of this unforavorable change in the bulk
modulus on elastic accommodation. Finally, considering the magnitude
of the volume change during the transformation (1.4% in disordered, 0%
in ordered specimen) relative to the shear component of the shape
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change (m 0.2), it can be reasonably assumed that the decreasing volume
change is not a significant factor in the change of growth behavior
with ordering.
There is no measurable change in the habit plane or the magni-
tude of the shape strain between disordered or partially ordered (0.5 hr.
[90]
at 6500 C) Fe-24.5 Pt specimen. The situation in a highly ordered
specimen has not been investigated. Theoretically, tetragonality should
also affect the magnitude of the shape strain. When the lattice in-
varient shear involves only {112} type twins, the magnitude of the shape
strain m can be expressed as 92 ]
i 1
where = / 32q and q is the axial ratio c/r. When q = 1.0 the
value of m is 0.23, and when q = 1.1, m decreases to 0.17. If this
decrease in the shape strain does occur in Fe3Pt on ordering, we
have another factor favoring themoelastic growth in the ordered speci-
men.
The strains involved in the martensitic transformation are
larger than the strain of 10 usually associated experimentally with
the elastic limit. In discussing the initiation of plastic flow, the
magnitude of the flow stress at a small macroscopic strain is a more
appropriate criterion to consider. Nilles' results, [8 5 ] discussed
earlier, indicate that at M, the ordered austenite is much more
resistant to plastic flow. It has also been shown that the average
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shear modulus in the highly ordered state is a factor of two smaller
than that of the disordered state. In an isotropic medium the stress
concentration in the matrix due to an arbitrary-shape inclusion under-
going a shear transformation scales with the shear modulus. A small
modulus and a high flow stress imply that it is more unlikely that
plastic flow will occur in the ordered alloys.
In summary, all the factors that favor thermoelastic growth
are accentuated by ordering in Fe3Pt.
5.3 A Model of Growth
In this section, we consider the elastic accommodation of the
total shape change associated with the martensitic transformation.
This is favored by a high yield stress and low elastic shear modulus
of the matrix, a small chemical free energy change per unit volume,g c , and
a small lattice shape change as a result of transformation.[102]
Ag is balanced by the elastic strain energy which is linearly propor-
tional to the average elastic shear modulus and, consequently, the
value of the modulus is a major factor determining whether or not
growth is thermoelastic. The calculation of the stress field and
the determination of the extent of the plastic zone associated
with the growing plate of martensite serves to illustrate the com-
bined effects of the elastic modulus and the flow stress.
A plate of martensite is assumed to be a thin, ellipsoidal
coherent particle, of radius r and semithickness c, formed at the
M temperature. The shape change of the particle is assumed to be
s
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elastically accommodated in an infinite matrix of the parent austenite;
the strain energy being stored in both particle and matrix. The
macroscopic shape change can be resolved into a simple shear component
parallel to the habit plane and a dilatation normal to it. As dis-
cussed earlier, the dilatation component is usually small compared
to the transformation shear. Eshelby 1 0 5 has shown that, if
the transformation strain is a simple shear el3 in the plane of the
particle the elastic strain energy stored per unit volume of particle
is Ac/r, where
r(2-V)G e T 2 (40)
A8(1-v) e13
G and V being the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively.
After radial growth is stopped by a barrier, such as a grain boundary,
the shape of the particle is determined by a thermoelastic balance, [108]
assuming that the friction stress is zero,
Agc + 2A = 0 (41)
Accordingly, the equilibrium plate aspect ratio c/r, is determined
by the magnitude of Agc . Alternatively, by calculating the aspect
ratio at which the plastic zone becomes negligible, an upper limit
to the value of Agc for thermoelastic growth can be deduced.
It is assumed that plastic flow will occur in a volume enclosed
by a surface at which the von Mises criterion [109] for yielding is
satisfied, namely,
rc > Cr (42)
eff - y
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where is the yield stress of the matrix and
y
~c 1 2 2 2+ 2 2 2
CeffT = [(&11-&22) + (Y2 2 -C3 3 ) + (C3 3-G11 ) 2 3(G1 2+ 2 3 +Cy3 1) (43)
aff is the maximum stress at each location (x,y,z) in the matrix without
reference to available slip systems. When the matrix yields, some
plastic relaxation will occur and consequently, the volume of the
plastic zone will be different from that computed here. However since
to understand thermoelastic behavior it is important to know only
whether or not plastic flow occurs within a significant volume, it is
not necessary to determine the profile of the relaxed zones.
After rapid radial growth is stopped by a barrier, a plate of
martensite thickens. The balance between the chemical driving force
and the elastic strain energy is maintained if the thickening is a
thermoelastic process. It is the plastic zone in the broad interface
separating martensite from austenite which determines whether or not
thickening is accompanied by plastic deformation. This in turn determines
an upper limit to the chemical driving force which permits thermoelastic
growth. At the tapered ends of an ellipsoidal plate of martensite,
the plastic zone extends into the barrier. This zone probably presents
a restraining force in the final stage of the reverse transformation,
for reasons discussed later, but it is not an essential factor in deter-
mining whether or not the growth is thermoelastic.
So far, we have considered the concept of thermoelastic equilibrium
in the ideal case. If a finite stress is required to move an interface,
then interfacial motion will deviate from true thermoelastic equilibrium.
Taking into account that a shear stress T is required to move an inter-
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face which accomplishes a transformation strain T' equation (41)
becomes [108]
heating
Ag + 2A() = + YT (41a)
cooling 0 T
Then the criterion of no plasic zone associated with the broad inter-
face determines an upper limit to the quantity (Agc + T YT). In
a well annealed crystal, TYT amounts to a few cal/mole for inter-
facial dislocations moving against the Peierls stress. A high
dislocation density in the matrix, as a result of plastic accommoda-
tion by slip, will increase the friction stress and hence the magnitude
of the transformation hystersis. It is found that in Fe3Pt
increasing thermoelastic behavior on ordering is associated with a
dminished density of dislocation debris after reversion. Hence in the
ordered Fe3Pt where the thermal hystersis is smallest, it is reasonable
to assume that the friction stress is nearly the same as the Peierls stress
and T T is only a few cal/mole.
In an earlier investigation of the problem of elastic accomodation, [110
the austenitic matrix and the plate of martensite were assumed to have
the same average elastic moduli. The strain field was simulated by
a continuous distribution of dislocation loops lying in the interface
of the ellipsoidal plate and the shape change was assumed to be a simple
shear. That is, the dilatation normal to the habit plane was neglected.
In the next section, we shall extend Eshelby's model of the strain
field surrounding an inclusion to calculate the stress fields inside
and outside an ellipsoidal plate of martensite in an infinite matrix
of austenite. This model is three dimensional, takes into account
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the dilatational strains and is capable of treating the situation in
which the average elastic moduli of the inclusion and the matrix
are different. It is useful to point out that 'average' elastic
moduli are calculated by averaging the single crystal elastic constants
over all crystal orientations. The anisotropy ratio of
the single crystal A, which is the ratio of the C and C' elastic
constants, is greater than 1. Hence "average" elastic moduli are
applicable Ito polycrystalline specimens, which are considered to be
elastically isotropic. This is to be distinguished from an istropic
elastic modulus of a single crystal which implies that the C and C'
elastic constants are equal in magnitude and the anistropic ratio
A is 1L.
For the present calculation of an inclusion in an istropic
matrix, the elastic moduli of the austenite and the martensite at the
M temperature are required. Without available data on the elastic
moduli of Fe-25 Pt martensite, we adopted the values measured for a
Fe-22]?t specimen (section 4.3.3). For the austenite, the average
elastic moduli calculated from the single crystal elastic constants
were used. The values are listed in Table 11. Flow stress measurements
[1121by Schmutz indicated that a specimen with a degree of order S = 0.5
has a 0.2% flow stress of 5 x 108 N/m2 at room temperature. The flow
stress increases with decreasing temperature 0.5 x 10 8N/m2/10 degree C.
The yield stress used in the Von Mises criterion for the three ordered
states S = 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2 was chosen to be the value on this curve
(0.2% flow stress) at the respective M temperatures (Fig. 35). This
probably results in an over-estimation of the yield stress for S = 0.2.
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It was further assumed that the transformation volume change in the
three ordered cases is zero. In the disordered case, a dilatation
of 1.4% normal to the habit plane was included in addition to the
shear component of the shape strain. The shear component was
assumed to be 0.2 in all cases.
5.4 The Model
Formally, for an inclusion undergoing a "stress-free" transforma-
tion e Tij in an infinite matrix, the displacement is
u.i () = s dSkajk Gij r-r') (44)
where S is the boundary between the inclusion and the matrix, and G..
1J
(r-r' ) is the displacement at a point r due to a unit force at r'.
T T
ajk are related to ejk by Hooke's law. If the matrix and the inclu-
sion are elastically isotropic and have the same moduli,
1 ij - 1 _2
Gij( 4TG T. 16G(1-v) axiaxj 4
where G and are the average shear modulus and the Poisson's ratio.
By Gauss' theorem,
s I- dS a - ldva
s ~~axR
where v is the volume of the inclusion. Hence
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i ( ) 6sGl- 1 T
u. C(r)= 1 - 11 16rG (l-v) jk ' 4rG jk (46)
(47)¢(r) = dv (r) = f I- 'dv'
and the notation ,.i means differentiation with respect to xi. ¢(r)
is the Newtonian (harmonic) potential similar to that due to an attrac-
tive matter of unit density filling the volume V and bounded by a sur-
face S. is the corresponding biharmonic potentential. The strain
field is defined in the usual way,
c 1 c c
ei 2 (ui, + uj,i) (48)
and the stresses are related to the strains by Hooke' law. In the
matrix,
ijc i + >c
.. = Xec 6j + 2e c (49a)
and in the inclusion,
I c T
.ij = 1ij - ij (49b)
A and are the Lame constants. The total elastic energy is
1 I T
E = - f cr e..dv2 v 13 13
where
(50)
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T *
If the inclusion undergoes a transformation strain ei..j and has dif-
ferent elastic moduli, X* and p*, from the matrix, it can produce the
same strain field in the matrix as an equivalent inclusion, which has
the same modulus as the matrix and undergoes a transformation
strain e.., provided that the stresses inside the inclusion are the
same in both cases, i.e.
I c TI.. = .. - T in the equivalent inclusion
1J 1J 13
c T
= .. - a.. in the actual inclusion (51)
c T
Expressing aij in terms of e.i using Eq'ns (46)-(49) and knowing
A, , *,", and e , one can solve for ei and, consequently, for
Fi o an ellid
For an ellipsoidal inclusion, a closed-form solution exists for
the harmonic potential [111] As shown by Eshelby, derivatives of the
biharmonic potential can be expressed in terms of those of . The
stresses can readily be calculated from Eqn's (46)-(49). The result-
ing formulae are listed in Appendix A.
5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 A Single Plate
A single ellipsoidal plate of martensite is assumed to lie in
the xy plane with the transformation shear in the x direction (e 3 0).
The plate thickens in the z direction. For each state of atomic
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order,, the stress fields were calculated as a function of the aspect
ratio c/r. Figure 36(a) and (b) shows the shear stress ca3 in the
13
plane of the plate (along the x axis) and normal to the plane (along
the z axis) for S = 0.6. Along these two axes, ac is the only
13
non-zero stress component. In the plane of the plate, curves of
013 for various aspect ratios always exceed the critical shear stress,
oCa at some distance from the tip of the plate, where OCRSS = Y
Along the z direction, a favors the formation of a neighboring plate
13
with an opposite shape strain. The critical shear stress is exceeded
only for plates with an aspect ratio larger than 0.035.
The extent of the plastic zone, determined by the von Mises
criterion, in ordered and disordered Fe3Pt are shown in Fig. 37.
The shear modulus of the martensite phase remains nearly constant in
the four cases considered: S = 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 and 0. Hence changes in
the size of the plastic zone with the degree of order of the austenite
reflects the combined effect of changes in the elastic moduli and the
flow stress of the austenite. In the disordered case, the plastic
zone encloses a volume several times larger than that of the plate it-
self, indicating that elastic accommodation is impossible. On order-
ing, the plastic zone disappears entirely from the broad interface
for plates with small aspect ratio. This is a dramatic demonstration
of the influence of ordering;an influence produced by an increase in
the fLow stress and a decrease in the shear modulus. By calculating
the aspect ratio at which the plastic zone vanishes, an upper limit
to the chemical driving force, Agc, for thermoelastic growth can be
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deduced. A quantitative measure of the size of the plastic zone is the
distance along the z axis at which the yield stress is exceeded. This
parameter, rp, as a function of aspect ratio is shown in Fig. 38 for
S = 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2. The aspect ratio at which rp is zero decreases
with decreasing degree of order. For S = 0.6, this critical aspect
ratio is 0.04. A plate of this size has an elastic strain energy of
77 cal/mole. According to Eq'n (41), the upper limit to Agc is 154
cal/mole. If we consider the plastic zone associated with the broad
interface a more stringent upper limit is obtained. Figure 39 shows
the parameter rp, as a function of aspect ratio, at different points
along the [100] direction for S = 0.6. At x = 0.75r, plastic deforma-
tion disappears at an aspect ratio of 0.03. The elastic strain energy
of such a plate is 59 cal/mole. Thus the upper limit of Agc is lowered
to 1113 cal/mole. For S = 0.4 and 0.2, the critical aspect ratios are
0.025 and 0.02 respectively. The upper limit of Agc is 108 cal/mole
in both cases. Since the chemical driving force decreases with order-
ing, it can be concluded that Age cannot exceed 108 cal/mole in the
three ordered states under consideration. A chemical driving force
between 0 and 108 cal/mole will allow thermoelastic equilibrium to be
maintained at the Ms temperature with the equilibrium plate size deter-
mined by the magnitude of Agc. Cooling below Ms further decreases the
elastic moduli of the austenite, thus permitting thicker plates to
exist without plastic deformation. At the same time Agc increases,
causing the plate to thicken. In this way thermoelastic equilibrium is
maintained in the thickening process.
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[134)
Experimentally, Tong and Wayman reported that the totalenergy
change during the martensitic transformation in Fe3Pt is 80 cal/mole.
Djuric [1 3 5 arrived at a similar value (50-80 cal/mole) for Fe-27Pt.
An estimate of Ag , however, requires an experimental method of measur-
ing separately the contribution of the chemical and the stored elastic
energy to the total transformation energy. An upper limit of 80 cal/mole
determined experimentally is compatible with the upper limit established
in the growth model.
5.5.2 An Assembly of Plates
In most, but not all thermoelastic martensites, plates of marten-
site grow in stacks of nearly parallel plates alternating in shear direc-
[133]tion so that the total assembly of plates is self-accommodating.
As shown in Section 5.5.1, the development of a3 stress in the [001]
direction in the matrix due to a martensite platelying in the xy plane
with transformation strain in the x direction favors the formation of a
second plate of opposite shape strain. If we allow ellipsoidal plates
of opposite shear to touch along the z-axis, the total strain energy
of the system is reduced. Thus, for the same chemical driving force,
Agc, self-accommodation allows thicker plates to exist at thermoelastic
equilibrium. The effect on the plastic zones of putting together two
plates is illustrated by the Von Mises yield contours plotted in Fig.
40 for plates with an aspect ratio of 0.08. An isolated plate has a
plastic zone extending 30 percent of the plate radius in the [001]
direction (Fig. 37). Two parallel, touching plates of opposite shear
produce only a small plastic zone confined to the edges of the plates.
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Ellipsoidal plates in contact at a point is unlikely to be the
most effective geometry to minimize the strains accommodating the trans-
formation shape change. It is expected that the most effective accommo-
dation is achieved when parallel plates of opposite shear are in
mutual contact over a large area. Thus, we have examined the plastic
zone contours associated with flat plates. The harmonic and biharmonic
potential functions have been calculated for a square plate [111],1131I
thus enabling us to calculate the stress field and the plastic zone sur-
rounding a square plate with a eT transformation strain (Appendix B).13
For small values of c/r, the elastic strain energy of such a plate is
linearly proportional to c/r with the proportionality constant, A,
about twice as large as for an ellipsoidal plate. Thus, for the same
chemical driving force, Agc, we have to compare a square plate with c/r =
0.042 with an ellipsoidal plate with c/r = 0.08. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 41. The plastic zone is confined to the vicinity of the
edge of the square, flat plate and is slightly more extensive along
the [100] direction than the zone surrounding a plate which tapers to
the edge (Fig. 37).
We were not able to determine the exact shape of an isolated
plate which minimize the plastic zone because the potential functions and
i cannot be obtained in closed form for plates of arbitrary shape. It
is probable that a flat disc would be a better representation than a
flat, square plate, but this shape could not be analyzed because in this
case also closed forms of and are not known. Based upon the analyses
of the plastic zones around square, flat plates and tapered (ellipsoidal)
160
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Figure 40. Matrix yield stress contours of an assembly
of two ellipsoidal plates with opposite
shear strain. Aspect ratio 0.08.
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plates, we conclude that the configuration most likely to minimize the
volume of plastic deformation is parallel flat plates of opposite shear
in contact over a large area, but with the plates, or pairs of plates,
[92]tapering to a point at the edges. Umemoto has found martensite
plates in Fe3Pt associated with other plates with nearly opposite shear
directions and with habit planes that are nearly parallel (PA. P c 230)1 1
(Figure 42); a good example of the accommodation proposed here.
5.5.3 Anisotropic Calculation of the Elastic Strain Energy and
The Stress Field
In the previous two sections, the elastic accommodation of marten-
site plates in austenite was discussed assuming that the plate is
embedded in an isotropic elastic medium. The elastic moduli used in
the computation are averages of the anisotropic elastic constants and
the fact that a martensite plate has definite crystallographic orienta-
tions is ignored. It is known that ordered Fe3Pt alloys are highly
anisotropic at the M temperautre. Since both the habit plane and the
shape strain direction have irrational indices, it cannot be deter-
mined qualitatively what effect the increasing anisotropy of the austenite
has on the elastic accommodation of the transformation strain. Hence
an anisotropic calculation was undertaken to determine the elastic
strain energy and the stress field in the matrix. As in the earlier
calculations, a plate of martensite is assumed to be ellipsoidal. As
in the isotropic case, this shape of the inclusion simplifies the mathe-
matical formulation. In this section, we shall first discuss the elastic
strain energy of an ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite matrix, both
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phases being anisotropic. The stress field calculation will be described
later.
Eshelby first showed that[1 0 5 - 1 07 ] when an ellipsoidal inclusion,
which is embedded in an isotropic matrix, undergoes an uniform stress-
T c
free transformation strain eij, the constrained strain, eij. is also
constant within the inclusion. He suggested that this result is also
applicable in the anisotropic case. Subsequently, this suggestion was
[114-117]proved to be ture. However, numerical values of the strain
energy have only been obtained for the isotropic case [118120 ] despite
the need for calculations based on anisotropic elasticity in many alloy
systems.
Recently, Wert[1 2 1 ] has calculated anisotropic strain energies
associated with GP zones in the form of disc-shape precipitate using
the approach of Kachaturyan [1 22 ] , with the assumption that the pre-
cipitate and the matrix have the same elastic constants. Eshelby's
method does not require this restrictive assumption. Using this method
Lee, et al.1 2 3] have calculated the anisotropic elastic strain energy
of ellipsoidal precipitate as a function of aspect ratio and the orienta-
tion relationship between the precipitate and the matrix. They con-
sidered only the case of a pure dilatational stress-free transformation
strain e... We shall present results pertinent to the martensitic
transformation where the shape strain has a large shear component. The
theory and the computation procedure are discussed in Appendix C,
where a comparison ith the exact isotropic calculation is also pre-
sented.
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For ordered Fe3Pt, the parameters which enter into the anisotropic
calculation are listed in Table 12. Single-crystal elastic constants
for the austenite are those given previously in Table 11. The marten-
site phase was assumed to have the same anisotropy ratio (2.35) as
iron. The single-crystal elastic constants were then calculated from
the polycrystalline elastic moduli. Results of the strain energy
calculation are shown in Figures 43 and 44.
Figure 43 compares the elastic strain energy per unit volume, Ev,
from three different models. The energy deduced from the model which
assumes an anisotropic medium shows a large reduction from that given
by the isotropic model in which the isotropic shear modulus is used
(G = C44 , A = 1). However, it does not deviate significantly from the
isotropic model in which the average shear modulus is used. The dis-
tinction between an isotropic modulus and an average modulus was dis-
cussed in Section 4.3. For small aspect ratios, the anisotropic elastic
energy varies linearly with c/r. It is larger than the isotropic ap-
proximation by about 10%. Thus, as far as thermoelastic equilibrium is
concerned, an anisotropic calculation does not alter to a significant
extent; the constant factor A in the elastic strain energy term in
Eq'n 141) for the particular orientation of the martensite plate under
consideration. Figure 44 shows the effect of the changing elastic
properties of the austenite at M on ordering. For small c/r, the elas-
tic energy in the ordered state S = 0.6 is reduced by a factor of two
from the disorderd state. This is approximately the same result one
obtains from an isotropic calculation where the average shear modulus
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Table 12. Input parameters for the anisotropic calculation of elastic
strain energy and stress fields in ordered Fe3Pt
z
Pt
X
habit plane P = ( 0.1641527 0.8207635 0.547175 )
shape strain d = -0.2218758 0.5712076 -0.7902487
m1 = 0.20
Input into computer program:
stress-free transformation strain
T * [0 0
e. = 0 0
0.1 0
orientation of ellipsoid
x -0.222
y = -0.961
z f 0.164
x -0.550
Y -0.700
z -0.459
0.571 -0.790
0.009 0.276
0.821 0.547
-0.379
0.696
-0.611
0.745
-0.163
-0.646
0.11
0o
0.4 0.6 0.8
c/r
Figure 43. Elastic strain energy of an
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for S = 0.6 is one-half of the value for the disordered alloy.
The calculation of the stress fields in an anisotropic matrix
surrounding an ellipsoidal inclusion is similar to the evaluation of the
elastic strain energy. The theory and the computation procedure are
discussed in Appendix D. To obtain the stresses at each point in the
matrix, an integration over the ellipsoid has to be carried out. It
was not possible to do extensive calculation because of the amount of
computirngtime involved. The calculation presented here utilized 1024
units of integration. Figure D1 shows that in the isotropic limit,
the result from this computer program agrees with the exact isotropic
calculation to within 10% for distances greater than 0.25r along the z
axis. Results for the ordered state S = 0.4 are shown in Table 13. In
the isotropic case, all stresses other than a1 3 are zero along the prin-
cipal axes of the ellipsoidal plate. In the coordinate system under
consideration (x [0.22 0.57 0.79], z 11 [3 15 10]), all stresses
are non-zero along the z axis. For a (3 15 10) habit plane and
[0.22 0.57 0.79] shear direction, ie nearest slip system in the
austenite is (111)[011]. The resolved shear stress on this slip sys-
tem is determined from
resolved
ns ni sj ij
where n = [111], s = [011], a..' are the stresses in the coordinate
system of the ellipsoid and aij are components of the coordinate trans-
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resolvedformation matrix. Values of a are listed inthe last column
ns
of Table 13. The critical shear stress for slip, a , is assumed
to be ay//i where ay is the uniaxial flow stress. For an aspect ratio
of 0.04, a is exceeded between 0.3r and 0.4r. It occurs at a larger
crss
distance from the interface than indicated by the isotropic calculation
(Figure 38). This implies that the critical aspect ratio at which rp
vanishes will be smaller. The result for c/r = 0.02 indicates that
a is not exceeded along the z axis in a plate of this size. If
crss
this aspect ratio is taken to be the lower limit to the critical aspect
ratio, the corresponding chemical driving force is 100 cal/mole. Hence
an anisotropic calculation has not changed significantly the estimate
of the upper limit of Agc for the thermoelastic growth of a single
martensite plate.
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CHAPTER 6 172
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF AG hemAT M
6.1 A Nucleation Model
In a previous chapter, we have derived an upper limit to the chem-
ical driving force at Ms that would permit thermoelastic growth of a
plate of martensite in Fe 3Pt. This upper limit to AG
c h em is one-third
of the value that has been assumed by previous investigators for a
typical burst type martensitic transformation. In Fe-3ONi, the magni-
tude of AG c c b c c at the observed M temperature is estimated to be
s
about 300 cal/mole (1260 J/mole).[1 363 Parallel estimates of AGchem in
disordered Fe 3 Pt generally assume the same value as Fe-30Ni
[1 1 0
'
1 2 5 1
and it remains to be determined whether a direct theoretical calculation
of AG will show a decrease in its magnitude on ordering Fe3Pt. We
here use a nucleation model proposed by Olson and Cohen 2 5] as the basis
for such a calculation.
Olson and Cohen proposed that the general mechanism of martensitic
nucleation is by faulting from groups of existing dislocations. The
free energy of such faults relative to the perfect lattice may be ex-
pressed in terms of the chemical free energy difference between parent
and product phases (AG em), a strain energy (E ), and a surface energy
(a). The fault energy per unit area, y, for a fault n planes in thick-
ness can be written as:
y(n) = npA (AGc + E ) + 2a (53)A ~ ~ ~(3
where A is the density of atoms in a close-packed plane in moles per
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chem str
unit area, AG em and E are defined as molar quantities. Under con-
ditions where the volume energy change (AG h em + E t r ) is negative, the
fault energy decreases with increasing fault thickness n. The volume
energy change is negative when the chemical driving force (-AGC h em )
is greater than the strain energy (E ). This occurs below T coherent
o0
the temperature at which the parent and coherent product structures have
equal volume free energies. The condition y(n) 0 defines the tempera-
ture at which nucleation of martensite can proceed spontaneously from
existing defects of size n. The chemical free energy difference at the
observed M s temperature can now be calculated. By setting y = 0 in
Eq'n (53) and rearranging:
AGchem 2a str) (54)
G -(- +E (54)
npA
The fcc + bcc transformation can be described in terms of a modified
Bogers-Burgers two-shear mechanism. [1 3 7 ] The resulting martensite embryo
is semicoherent and has an interfacial structure illustrated in Figure 45a.
There are two sets of dislocations in the interface. The first set con-
abcc
sists of seven - <011> partial dislocations followed every eighth
acc afcc
plane by an bc< 011> partial dislocation and an <112> Shockley
partial dislocation.
The latter pair of dislocations maintain an unrotated fault plane
by cancelling the edge components of the ab <011> dislocation dis-
placements. The remaining portion of the screw component has a long
range strain field which is cancelled by a second set of lattice screw
abcc <011>
8
\\ \\ \ \ '\ \ \ \
\ T t ( \ I v T V'V V- rr \ r AT T C r \
\/
2( 11 0>2 abcc(011 >8 o?
Fligure 45a. Interfacial structure of nucleus in fcc-
bcc transformation.
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Figure 45 b. An infinite [110 (111 )
wall.
screw dislocation
/b af cc[112]
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dislocations oppositely directed to the screw component of the -- < 011>
displacements. These dislocations will have a Burgers vector of
2
< 110> and are spaced every eighth {Ollb plane. Both sets of disloca-
tions contribute to the surface energy of the fault.
We shall calculate the energy associated with a simplified inter-
afc
face consisting of <112> partial dislocations spaced every eighth
afcc
{0ll}bcc plane and 2 <110> screw dislocations spaced the same distance
apart. The long-range strain field generated by these two sets of dis-
locations is assumed to be cancelled by the --c <011> dislocations
which are represented as a continuous distribution in this simplified
calculation. In the coordinate system we are considering, there is no
interaction between a screw dislocation and an edge dislocation. [126]
Hence, the interface can be further decomposed into one consisting of an
array of f <110> screw dislocations and one made up of f <112>
2 6
edge dislocations.
Transformation strains which contribute to E in Eq'n (53)
arise from the 5.4% expansion normal to (111 )fcc and the 3.6% expansion
normal to (011)b which accompany the "hard-sphere" shears of the Bogers-
Burgers mechanism. In addition, a uniform contraction of 2.9% must be
superimposed to account for the zero volume change during transformation
in ordered Fe3Pt. In the coordinate system x2 11<lll>fcc, x3 11<110>fcc,
we can sum these contributions to obtain the stress-free transformation
T
strain e.:
1)
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0 0 0 .031 .011 0 -..029 0 0 0.002 0.011 0
.ij = .05 0 + .011 .004 + 0 -.029 = 0.011 0.028 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.029 0 0 -0.03
Contributions of the surface energy and the strain energy E st r to
the chemical free energy difference at Ms, AGc h em will be discussed in
the following sectoins. The values of elastic constants and lattice
parameter used in the calculations were those listed in Table 11.
6.2 An Infinite Screw Dislocation Wall
We assume an infinite array of screw dislocations with Burgers'
afcc
vector f [110] lying in the (111) plane and separated by a distance
equal to 19.39A (Figure 45b). The problem of elastic stresses assoc-
iated with interfacial screw dislocations in an anisotropic medium has
been solved by Chou, et al. [12 7 ] The formulae appropriate to the coordin-
ate system under consideration here are listed in Appendix E. It is
easily seen that the a stress, given by
Lb L sinh2p - C4 sin2qs 45
a (x,y) = ( (56)
xz 2D C4 4 (cosh2p-cos2q)
wherep L Ty - -x C45 Y
where p = and q = + ---- D ' has a finite value at large y.44 D ad D C44
abccThis long-range strain field cancels the screw component of the c8
<110> dislocations discussed previously in Section 6.1. In calculating
the energy of the dislocation wall, this constant strain must be sub-
tracted from the dislocation stress field a . The energy per unit area
xz
of the dislocation wall is then given by
177
b R
E =- f [oxz (x=O) - o (x=O, y--R)]dy
r
0
2
Lb rar 12iarr 2f Sr
s o 1 1 o0 0
= D { -1n2 - -n [cosh D cos - D (57)4iiD D 2 2D
where r and R are the inner and outer cutoff radii,
a = L/C44 , B C45/C44
For the elastic constant matrix in Appendix E, the parameters reduce
to
L = C 44/ a, = 3/(2+A), B = /'(A-1)/(2+A)
where A is the anisotropy ratio. A plot of the a stress as a func-
xz
tion of distance from the dislocation wall is shown in Figure 46. A
minimum exists at a distance of four Burger's vector from the inter-
face. This minimum is more pronounced as the medium becomes more
anisotropic. After subtracting the constant long-range stress from
a , most of the contribution to the energy comes from the region near
the core of the dislocations. Hence the energy of the screw dislocation
wall is very sensitive to the choice of the core cutoff radius r. If
the value r/b s is varied between 0.5 and 1, the energy changes by a
factor of two in the disordered state, and by as much as a factor of four
in the highly anisotropic ordered case. Comparing the disordered
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(A = 3.4) and the ordered states, a reduction of an order of magnitude
in the energy is seen. This is much larger than is predicted by an
isotropic approximation, which assumes that the reduction in energy is
proportional to the decrease in the average shear modulus. The calculated
energies associated with an infinite screw dislocation wall are given in
Table 14 for r /b = 1.
o s
6.3 An Infinite Edge Dislocation Wall
afcc -
We consider an infinite array of -6 <112> edge dislocations ly-
ing in the (111) plane separated by the same distance as the screw dis-
locations considered in Section 6.2. These edge dislocations run along
afcc
the ['110] direction (Figure 45c). The [112] edge dislocation is a
partial dislocation in the fcc lattice. It has both glide and climb
components. The general method of calculating stress fields of edge
dislocations in an anisotropic media has been discussed in detail. [126-130]
We obtained the stress fields for a [110] (111) edge dislocation with
Burgers' vector b = (be, bn,0) from the expressions given by Chou,
et al.[1 3 0 for a [110] (001) edge dislocation through a tensor transforma-
tion. The formulae are listed in Appendix F. Relevant stresses for the
calculation of energy associated with the edge dislocation wall are a
xx
and cxy. These stress fields of a single edge dislocation were calculated
on a computer and a summation over 2000 dislocations was made to approx-
imate the infinite edge dislocation wall. Contributions from the far-
away dislocations amount to less than 1% in the long-range stress fields.
a and a are shown in Fig. 47. There is a long-range stress
xx xy a
abcc
field in a which cancels the edge component of the 8[110] dis-
xx 8
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locations as previously discussed. Again we subtracted this constant
stress from a in performing the energy calculation. The remaining
xx
portion of a is localized near the core of the dislocations. Hence the
xx
energy due to the a sstress is sensitive to the choice of the inner cut
xx
off radius, as in the case of the screw dislocations. a decreases
xy
monotonically with the distance from the dislocation wall. There is no
long range component. The effect of increasing anisotropy and the chang-
ing values of elastic constants, as the austenite is ordered in Fe3Pt,
is a small decrease in the magnitude and the localization of the a
and a stresses near the dislocation interface.
xy
After subtracting the long-range component from a , the energy
per unit area of the edge dislocation wall is:
E = {be f [a (x=O) - a (x=O,y=R)]dy2D e xx xx
r
0o
+ b fR [a e+n(x=O)]dy} (58)
n xy
o
where be and bn are the glide and climb components of the Burgers' vec-
tor and D the spacing between dislocations. The integration was per-
formed numerically and the results are listed in Table 14.
The major contribution to the energy of the edge dislocation wall
comes from the a y stress because of its larger magnitude and the larger
climb component of the Burgers' vector which interacts with this stress.
The results indicate that a does not have a strong dependence on the
xy
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anisotropy of the lattice. Consequently, the energy showed a decrease
of only about 20% in the ordered state. This decrease is small compared
to an order of magnitude decrease calculated for the screw dislocation
wall. The energy per unit area of the interface, which is the sum of
the screw and the edge dislocation walls, changes from 190 erg/cm2
in the disordered state to 112 erg/cm in the state with degree of order
S = 0.6.
6.4 Coherent Strain Energy
As discussed in Section 6.1, the coherent strain energy, Est r
in the Olson-Cohen model arises from the hard sphere nature of the
Bogers-Burgers shear mechanism with an addition uniform contraction to
arrive at the correct lattice parameter. The computer program described
in Section 5.5.3 was used to calculate this energy. For the BCC lat-
tice, we used the values of Cll C12 and C44 determined from the poly-
crystalline elastic moduli of Fe-22a/oPt martensite (Section 4.3.3) and
assuming that the martensite has the same anisotropy ratio of iron
(A = 2.35). Two shapes of the martensite nucleus were assumed: a sphere
and a rod with the axis along the [110] direction. It was found that the
energy per unit volume in the rod-shape nucleus is three times larger
than a spherical nucleus. Evidently, [110] is not the direction that
minimizes E for a rod-shape inclusion. The stress-free transforma-
T
tion strain eij giving rise tothe coherent strain energy is, in the
ordered states (coordinate system x21 [111] and x3[110]),
183
T
e ij.011 .028 0
0 0 -.03 (59a)
and in the disordered state,
.006 .011 0
e .011 .032 0
ij
0 0 -.025 (59b)
The results for a spherical nucleus are listed in Table 14. The coherent
strain energy decreases from 128 cal/mole in the disordered state to
88.5 cal/mole for S = 0.6.
6.5 AGch e m at M and the Effect of Tetragonality
The total energy of a fault, y, described in the Olson-Cohen model
depends on the chemical free energy difference AG ,h em coherent strain
energy E s t r , surface energy a and the thickness of the fault n. The con-
dition y < 0 defines a critical fault thickness n for the spontaneous
formation of a martensite nucleus. Assuming that in the disordered state,
A chem
G (ms) is 300 cal/mole as in the case of Fe-30Ni and with the values of
a and Es tr determined in the previous sections, n = 19. This is equiva-
lent to a group of 6 dislocations in the Olson-Cohen model. If we assume
that the same number of dislocations are required at the nucleation stage
chemin both the disordered and ordered states AG for the ordered states
can be calculated using Eq'n 54. The results are given in the last
column f Table 14.AGchem
column of Table 14. AG (M,% decreases from 300 cal/mole in the disordered
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state to 186 cal/mole in the state with S = 0.6. A chemical driving
force of this magnitude is larger than the upper limit of 108 cal/mole
that we have established in Chapter 5. It is unlikely that thermo-
elastic growth can be achieved under this condition.
In the above discussion we have neglected friction stress. If a
friction stress T is associated with dislocation motion, the force
o
opposing the dissociation of a fault of size n is n b where b is
the Burgers' vector. The condition for spontaneous formation of a marten-
site nucleus is no longer y 0 but
¥ $ -nT b
Combining with Eq'n 54, the chemical free-energy difference at M
TbAGchem = _ (2 str) Tob(60)
npA P
chem
With the assumed value of AG (-300 cal/mole) and the previous
calculated a and E for disordered Fe3 Pt, a finite value of T im-3 0o
plies a larger n. The critical fault is thicker and involves more dis-
locations. It is not clear how changes in anisotropy and elastic proper-
ties of the austenite on ordering affect the friction stress. In an ideal
lattice, the friction stress originates from the Peierls' stress of a
periodic lattice. Nabarro [ 1 31] showed that the critical shear stress to
move a dislocation against a periodic lattice is
2G -~/(l-v)
T 2G e (61)
o 1-v
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where G and v are the shear modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the lat-
tice and is a measure of the width of a dislocation. If the approp-
riate values are used, T in ordered Fe3Pt is 2 to 5% of that in dis-
o
ordered Fe3Pt. The stress necessary to move a dislocation in a real
crystal is higher because of additional resistance of impurities or vacant
lattice sites. Not knowing the magnitude of the frction stress in Fe3Pt,
it is not possible to estimate the effect of To on the critical size of
the fault.
So far we have based our calculation on the assumption of a fcc
to bcc transformation in the ordered Fe3Pt alloy. It is known, however,
that the martensite becomes tetragonal as the austenite is ordered. The
tetragonality reduces the Bain deformation by about 30% (Appendix G).
It is expected, then, that both the coherent transformation strain and
the number of interfacial dislocations are decreased. If the same
number of 2 < 110> screw dislocations are present to accomplish the
first Bogers-Burgers shear as in the disordered case, each of these dis-
locations will spread over a larger number of {111} planes becuase of
the smaller shear in the Bain deformation. As a result, the thickness
of the fault will increase. Taking into account of tetragonality, a
calculation was made based on the following assumptions: the coherent
T
transformation strain e.. is decreased by 0.7; the spacing, D, of the
interfacial dislocations discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 is increased by
a factor of (1/0.7); the critical thickness of the fault, n*, is in-
creased by (1/0.7). The results are listed in Table 15. A further re-
duction in AG to 106 cal/mole is achieved in this rough calculation.
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Although this value is within the upper limit of AG h e m established in
Chapter 5, it is larger than the chemical driving force associated with
thermoelastic martensites in copper- and gold-based alloys. In these
systems, the parent phase has a bcc crystal structure. The chemical
free energy difference at M is generally of the order of O cal/mole. [1381
s
Thus the martensitic transformation in noble-metal-base alloys requires
considerably less nucleation free energy (by a factor of 30) than that
in disordered ferrous alloys (300 cal/mole). It is not clear whether
or not ordered Fe3Pt, the parent phase of which has fcc crystal struc-
ture, has a similar value of AGc h em as the type alloys. In ordered
Fe3Pt, tetragonality of the martensite phase reduces the Bain deformation
in the fcc bct transformation, (Appendix G). In our estimate of
AGchem at M for the fcc - bct transformation, the role of tetragonality
is accounted for by introducing a fudge factor to the parameters associated
with the nucleus in the fcc - bcc transformation described by the Olson-
Cohen model. However, because the Bain deformation is quite different in
the two cases, different dislocation movement might-be required to
accomplish the fc - bct transformation, resulting in a different inter-
facial structure of the nucleus. It is possible that a lower estimate of
AGhem at M can be achieved if the calculation is based on a correct
description of the dislocation motion.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
1. The ordering kinetics of Fe3Pt was studied by "short-time"
annealing at 6500C and by equilibrium annealing at various temperatures
below the critical ordering temperature. From X-ray diffraction and
elastic constant measurements, it is concluded that ordering in Fe3Pt
is by a nucleation and growth mechanism. The growth of the ordered do-
mains is slow.
2. The CL elastic constant softens above the Curie temperature,
passes through a minimum and increases again at lower temperatures.
The minimum becomes broader and shallower with increasing degree of
order. For the two shear constants C and C', the magnetic contribu-
tion is negative and begins near the Curie temperature. They de-
crease monotonically as the temperature decreases.
3. Softening of the C and C' elastic constants decreases as the
austenite is highly ordered. This means that the Invar effect decreases
in magnitude with increasing degree of order in Fe3Pt. This behavior
is explained qualitatively by the spatial dependence of a localized ex-
change integral. On the Bethe curve Fe3Pt, in its various ordered states,
lies in the range where the first derivative of the exchange integral
is positive. In this range of interatomic separation,the exchange inter-
action between y-Fe atoms is antiferromagnetic and that between Fe and
Pt atoms, ferromagnetic.
4. Increasing softening of the elastic moduli of the austenite at
the M temperature as it is ordered reduces drastically the plastic zone
s
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associated with a plate of martensite. In an isotropic calculation,
the criterion of no plastic deformation along the broad y/a interface
indicates an upper limit of 108 cal/mole for the chemical driving force
for thermoelastic growth. An anisotropic calculation does not alter
this estimate significantly.
5. Theoretical calculation of the chemical free energy differ-
ence, AG , at M based on the Olson-Cohen nucleation model results in
s
a lowest estimate of -106 cal/mole. Although this value is compatible
with the upper limit one obtains by considering the disappearance of the
plastic zone surrounding a martensite plate, it is larger than the value
usually associated with thermoelastic martensites.
6. Self-accommodation between plates with parallel habit plane
and opposite shape strain limits the plastic zones to the edges of the
plates. An optimum configuration which minimize plastic deformation
is for such two plates, each with tapered edges, to be in contact
over a large area.
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CHAPTER 8
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
1. Measure the short-range order in addition to the long-range order
to properly characterize the nearest-neighbor correlation of atom pairs,
especially in specimens with small degree of long-range order.
2. Study the nucleation and growth of ordered domains using trans-
mission electron microscopy.
.3. There are currently two views regarding the nucleation of
martensite. The soft-mode theory considers the nucleation of martensite as
a cooperative displacive motion of atoms from the lattice sites in the
parent phase to the lattice positions in the martensite phase. The other
view is that nucleation is by dislocation propagation from existing defects.
The alloy Fe3Pt presents a good system for studying this problem because
of the simple crystal structures of the austenite and the martensite.
Electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction can be carried out as a function
of temperature to observe the crystallographic changes near the M temper-
ature. Neutron scattering experiments can be utilized to investigate the
existence of soft-modes.
4. Based on a nucleation by faulting mechanism, the correct dislocation
motions for the fcc bct transformation can be worked out. A recalculation
of the chemical free energy difference between the austenite and martensite
phases at M will decide wether or not AGch em is of the magnitude usually
associated with thermoelastic martensite.
5. The interaction between external applied stresses and the
martensite phase is essential to explain various effects such as pseudo-
elastic, ferroelastic, shape memory and two-way shape memory. Ideal behavior
192
always requires that no plastic deformation accompanies the interaction so
that reversibility can be achieved by either releasing the external stress
or by heating. Methods used in this thesis can be adapted to study the
interaction of external stresses with martensite plates.
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APPENDIX A: THE STRAIN FIELDS OF AN ELLIPSOIDAL INCLUSION IN AN
ISOTROPIC MATRIX
For an ellipsoidal inclusion undergoing a stress-free transformation
T
strain e.. in an infinite isotropic matrix, the displacement u. can be
1] 1
expressed in terms of a single harmonic potential . Outside the inclu-
sion, the harmonic potential
2rrabc 2 (-
.3
2 2 2 2 2 
k + -) F(6,k) + ( - + E(8,k)2 2 k k2k12 2'k k kk
C 2 B 2
k'2 Y - z )
where A = (a2 + A) 1/2 B = (b2 + A) 1/2 C = (C2 + )1/ 2
= (a2 _ c2 )1 / 2
= sin ( /A)
da
F(6,k) = f Vl-k2sin
0
2 2 a2-b2
a2_ 2k2 = --k -a c
_ 0
a E(6,k) = l k 2sin2 da
0
and is the largest positive root of
2 2 2
x + y + z = 1.
2 2 2
a +X b +A c2+k
The potential inside inclusion can be obtained by letting X = 0. For a
oblate spheroid (a = b > c), the harmonic potential reduces to
= a c (1- +y'22) sin-1(/A)
2f~
2
fra c
2
2
rac C 2 2
+ -a - (x +y2 )
9 A
2z2
C
T T T
The strains are listed below for el3 = e31 3 O, e 3 f 0
A. 1 Inside Inclusion
2T
C a ce33
e1l = 2(1-v) 
C
e22
v 1 a2 2(sin2
(sin28-28) + L [-(sin2-2e)- (- -) I}C)
C
= ell
2 T
a ce3
C 33
e 31 { -2(1-v) [8
2(1-v) 3
, a2+2c 2
c Q2
2 T
a ce 31
e31 (1-v)3
9 sin26 +
-4 ] +
c 4
1
2
2 2 Q)
['(sin28-28)-c (8- ] I}4 c
C
e2 =
C
e23
- 0.
2 T
C ac e C = 33 {-v (sin20-20)-2 (1-v) (0- ))
32 
2 (1-v)
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A.2 Outside Inclusion 195
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APPENDIX B: THE STRAIN FIELDS OF A SQUARE PLATE IN AN ISOTROPIC
MATRIX
The harmonic potential:
(r) = [xyln(r+z) + yzln(r+x) + zxln(r+y) -
1 2 -l yz 2 -l 1 2 1 x+a,y+b,z+c
_x 2 tan (-) y tan (-) + z tan (y) }]
The iha yr r x-aly-b,z-c
The biharmonic potential:
1 1 (r22(r) = [xyzr + { (r )zln(r+x)
4 
6~~-x
+ (r2-y2)zxln(r+y) + (r2-z2)xyln(r+z)}
12 {x4t - + y4t -1(zx12 { tant (-) + y tan 
xr yr + z tan (zy) }]zr
x+a,y+b,z+c
x-a,y-b,z-c
X2'Y2'Z2
where [f(x,y,z)]
The stresses for el3
C
e = ln(y+r) -11
2 (-1 )i+j+k(-) f(xiYjZ k)
T
- e31$0 are: (all subjected to the summation31 ~T
and multiply by 4(4r7 (l-v)
2
x Y - 2(1-v)ln(y+r)
r(r -y )
C y
22 r
2
C zy
e = ln(y+r) - z 2 - 2(1-v)ln(y+r)
r(r -y )
X1'Y1lZl i,j,k=l
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C z
ec - (1-v) In (z+r)23 r
x31 + (1-v) {tan- () + tan-1 (zy) }31 2 2 zr xrr(y -r )
C x
e2 = - (1-v)ln(r+x)
e =2 (2v- (y+r)
e = 2 (2v-1)ln(y+r)
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APPENDIX C: ANISOTROPIC CALCULATION OF THE ELASTIC STRAIN ENERGY OF
AN ELLIPSOIDAL INCLUSION IN AN INFINITE MATRIX
C.1 Theory
As presented in Section 5.4, the treatment by Eshelby of an el-
lipsoidal inclusion which undergoes a uniform stress-free transformation
T cstrain e.i showed that the constrained displacement U is given by
C T
Ui (r) = f kj Gik(rTr') dS (C1)
T -
-kjikijG(r,r') dv' (C2)kj ik,j
T T
where a. C .kj Cjlm elm'
Gik are the elastic Green's functions, C the elastic constant tensor,
and Eq'n (Cl) is transformed into Eq'n (C2) by means of Gauss' divergence
theorem.
In the general anisotropic case, the constrained strains e.. are
13
constant when e.. are constant. [114-117] Then
C T
e.. =S.. (C3)
ei = Sijkl Cklmn emn
where
-1 -12Tr 7T zi jk jli+ z(
- f d f sind i jk2 (C4)
ijkl87r 0 (sin2 + 2cos2 3/ 2
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ik Cijklj1 (C5)
z = (sinfcosO, sinosine, coso) (C6)
$ is the aspect ratio, c/r, of an ellipsoid, r and c are the semi-
major and semi-minor axes, respectively. The elastic constant tensor
Cijkl must be referred to a Cartesian coordinate system whose X3 axis
is the axis of revolution of the ellipsoid and is the angle between
z and X3. The elastic strain energy per unit volume of inclusion is
given by
W 2V (icj Tij ) eij dv'
1 T C
= (ekl - ekl) Cijkl e ij (C7)
In the case of an inhomogeneous system, in which the elastic con-
stants of the inclusion and the matrix are not the same, an "equivalent"
stress-free transformation strain is first obtained by solving
* C - eT C (e - T (C8)
Cijkl (ekl - ekl ) = Cijkl(ekl - k (e)
where Cijkl are the elastic constants and eijT* are the actual stress-
free transformation strain of the inclusion. The strain energy per unit
volume is then given by
209
1 T* C T*
W = .(e ekl) Cijkl eij (C9)
C.2 Computational Procedure
The maximum possible number of independent components of Sijkl
T Tis 54 because Sijkl = Sjikl Since a kl= a matrix jkl can beijkl kl 1k' ijkl
defined such that
C T
ijkl Q  kl
= Qijkl Cklmn emn (10)
where
ijkl - (Sijkl + Sijk (Cll)Qikl 2 ijkl Sijlk
It is easily seen that
Qijkl = Qjikl = Qijjk
Qijkl Qklij
The maximum number of independent components of Qijkl is 21. The actual
number, however, can be less depending on both the symmetry of the
matrix and the orientation of the matrix relative to the inclusion.
Whenever the principal axes of the ellipsoid are not parallel
to the cartesian crystal axes of the matrix and/or the inclusion on
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which the standard elastic constant tensor Cijkl are based, the values of
Cijkl are transformed to the coordinate system of the ellipsoid through
the tensor transformation law:
C = a. a. a C (C12)Cijkl = m jn ako alp mnop (C12)
where aim are components of the coordinate transformation matrix.
Numerical calculation of Q was undertaken with the Qaussian
quadrature integration scheme. [124] Compared with the exact solutions
for the isotropic case, the accuracies using the Gaussian Legendre
formula of 16,20 and 48 points are shown in Table C.1. The flow chart
and the computer program are listed in Section C.4.
C.3 The Isotropic Limit
For the case in which both the matrix and the inclusion are
elastically isotropic, the elastic strain energy as a function of the
aspect ratio are shown in Fig. C.1 and C.2. The elastic moduli of copper
were used ( = 0.308, G = 0.754x1012 dyn/cm2 ) in the computation. In
Fig. C.1, where the stress free transformation strain is an uniform
dilatation, the case G = G* (i.e. the matrix and the inclusion have the
same shear modulus) has a shape-independent energy per unit volume.
l+v T2W = 2 - e l2 (C13)W 1-v 11
The minimum energy configuration of a soft inclusion (G*< G) is a disc
while that of a hard inclusion (G*>G), a sphere. This result is in
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agreement with the isotropic calculation by Barnett, et al. [119] When
the stress-free transformation strain is a simple shear (el3 ' 0), the
elastic strain energy is shape-dependent in the case G = G . For small
aspect ratio,
W r(2-v) T 2 (c) (C14)W Ge (C14)
o 8(l-1) 3 r
While a hard inclusion increases and a soft inclusion decreases the
elastic strain energy relative to case when the matrix and the inclu-
sion have the same shear modulus, a disc-shape inclusion always has the
lowest energy which vanishes as the aspect ratio approaches zero.
TABLE Cl
ACCURACY OF NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC STRAIN ENERGY
USING GAUSS LEGENDRE FORMULA AS COMPARED WITH THE ISOTROPIC CALCULATION
B = c/r
16 points 20 points 48 points
> 0.1 0.1 B > 0.06 >, 0.01
T
eij = edi e <0.01% < 0.2% £S 0.5%
T T
eij = e13 e< 0.5% CS 1.0% s< 0.6%
1.6
1 .4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.
G *= 3G
G=G
G =G/3
0
Figure C1
0.2 04
/ r
0.6 0.8 1.0
Elastic strain energy,W, of an ellipsoidal
inclusion with uniform dilatation in an
isotropic matrix vs. aspect
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Figure C2. Elastic
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0.8 1.0
W,of an ellipsoidal
inclusion with uniform shear in an isotropic
matrix vs aspect ratio,
C.4 ELASTIC STRAIN ENERGY OF ELLIPSOID IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
FLOW CHART
Solve for constrained strain in inclusion
c T
eij = SijklCklmnemn
214
Read in:
T*
Transformation free strain e.i1J
Standard elastic constants of matrix
and inclusion; orientation in matrix
and inclusion coordinates.
Transform elastic constant matrix to
coordinate system with x-y axes in the
habit plane & z axis in thickness direct
-ion for both matrix and inclusion
Numerically calculate Sijkl using
Gauss-Legendre integration formula.
i__
Solve for equivalent transformation
T T -1 * T*
strain eij; e =Q opijCijklekl
wij op opijjop
where Qijop (C-C)ijkl klmn mnop ijop
1
Solve for elastic strain energy
1 T* c )C* T*
W = 2(ekl-ekl ijkleij
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APPENDIX D: ANISOTROPIC CALCULATION OF THE STRESS FIELD IN AN INFINITE
MATRIX DUE TO AN ELLIPSOIDAL INCLUSION UNDERGOING UNIFORM
TRANSFORMATION STRAIN
D.1 Theory
The calculation of the stress field in an anisotropic medium
due to an ellipsoidal inclusion undergoing uniform transformation strain
follows the formulation developed in Appendix C. In terms of the
elastic Green's function Gik(r-r') for the infinite anisotropic medium,
the constrained displacement is given by
C T -%
Ui(r) = ak ff Gik(r-r') n(r')dS' (D1)
or
T aGik(r-r')
Uc (r) = - fjkf dv' (D2)i jk ax.
The constrained strains are equal to the first derivatives of displace-
ment and hence involve the first derivative of Gik in the surface inte-
grati.on or the second derivative of Gik in the volume integration. These
quantities have been reduced by Barnett [1 3 2] to a single integration in
the z;-T = 0 plane where
r-r'
T = - (D3)
Ir-r' |
K
Z = (D4)
Iitj
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and K is the wavevector in the Fourier transform of Gik. Computation
indicated that for the same accuracy, surface integration requires much
less computer time. The following development is relevant to the use of
surface integration. The constrained strains are[132]
C T r -l -
eip = a ikffds' n (r') 2 fd44-T M + z F -T Mip ~ik ~ 82 fIhI O p ik p ik i pk
+ iFpk} (D5)
where
Mik Cijkl j 1 ki (D6)
-1 -1
F = C. M M (z T + z T ) F (D7)ik jmnq ij nk m q q m ki
and is an integration variable in the plane z-T = 0. The stresses
T
ajk are related, by Hooke's law, to the stress-free transformation strainsjk
of a homogeneous inclusion (same elastic constants as matrix) or to the
equivalent transformation strains of an inhomogeneous inclusion (dif-
ferent elastic constants from matrix).
If and are the angular spherical polar coordinates of T in
the coordinate system that the elastic constant tensor Cijkl is based,
the vector components Tj are given by
T1 = sinfcosO T = sinfsine T3 = cosO (D8)
Choose two fixed orthogonal unit vectors, a and b, in the plane z-T = 0
227
as fblLows:
al = sine a 2 = - cosO a3= 0
b = coscosO b2 = cosfsine b3 = - sin~
Then in the plane z'T = 0, the vector z is given by
zs = as cos + b sin*
In Eq'n (D5), all quantities are expressed in terms of z given by
Eq'n (D10). The constrained stress in the matrix is
C C
lm= Cmip eip
D.2 Computational Procedure
From Eq'n (D5), a matrix Q' can be defined such that
C T
eip = ff dS' Q'ip jk ipkj
and
1 "-1
Qipkj 2 fd{n (r') [-T Mik20 j pi
-1
- TM +zF +ZiFpk]i pk p ik i Pk
- P-1 -
nk(r') -T M - T.M . + z F.. + z.F .]}
(D9)
(D10)
(Dll)
(D12)
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Q ipkj Q pikj Q ipjk
Qipkj Q kjip
There are 36 independent quantities in Q'. Numerical calculation of
Q' was undertaken with the Gaussian quadrature integration scheme. In-
tegration over the surface of the ellipsoid was first transformed into
integrating over the projection of such a surface on the plane perpen-
dicular to the c axis before numerical integration was carried out. To
obtain the stresses at a point in the matrix, the computing time is
1.2 minutes on an IBM 370-168. The computer program is listed in D.3.
The result in the isotropic limit is compared with an exact isotropic
calculation in Figure D.1.
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APPENDIX E: THE STRESS FIELDS OF A (111) [110] SCREW DISLOCATION WALL
For the coordinate system shown in Figure 45b, the elastic con-
stant matrix is
C =
C11 C12 C13
0 C22 C23
0 0 C3 3
0 0 0
0 0 C2 6
0 0 C36
0 0 0 C44 C45
0 0 O O C5 5
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 C6 6
where
0 2 
Cl = Cl +-H
11 11 3
C12 = C13 = C12 - H/3
C22 = C33 = Cll + H/2
23 12 - H/6
C44 2 44
44 = 43 44
C = C =55 66
- (C1 20 - C110)/6
C44 - H°/3
C45 = C = C6 = -
45 36 26 6
H 4 = 2C4 + C1244 12 - C1 1
C1 0lo C12
0 and C44 are the standard elasticCll , C12 44
constants.
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For a single dislocation (b. = a <110>) in a one-phase medium, the
stresses are
(1) = s C4 4 x- C45 ya - (
yz 2wf C552 _ 2C45x + C44x2
bL C4 x4(1) s 45 C5 5
xz 2 ( 2 2
C55Y - 2C45xy + C4 4x
(El)
(E2)
The stress fields of an equally spaced (spacing = D), infinite wall of
screw dislocations are obtained from Equations (El)(E2) by summation.
They are
b L
s
yz 2D
sin2g
cosh2p-cos2q
b L L sinh2p - C45 sin2q
s - C45
xz 2D C44 (cosh2p - cos2q)o4
where L = (C44 C5 5
L rry
C44 D
- C 452) 1/2
=rx C45 y
D C44 D
(E3)
(E4)
APPENDIX F:
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THE STRESS FIELDS OF A (111)[110] EDGE DISLOCATION WITH
aB
BURGERS' VECTOR cc [112]
[11Y
y
z[llo]
I]
J. L VJ
F.1 Based on the [110] [001] [110] System with b = (b ,b,0):
xx= (Kbe X /2TrQ)y[(C+3) 2 + 2y2]
xx ee
= (K b /27Q)y ( )
yy Ee 
= {1-[2C1l C44 /((C12 (C1 2 )]o [2C 12
(C 0)2)a e
12 YY
xye = (K be/2Q) x (x 2y2 )
n = (Kb X/ Kbn2/27Q) (x_xy2xx n
n
YY
= (K b /2TQ) x [x2+(C+3)X2y2]n n
-
x [12
I"
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{2C0 -o 2 ( 2 + 0 o2
= {1- [2C11C44/( (C) - (C12 )2)} + 2C /((C
zz 1144 12 2 xx 1244 12
(C1 2 )2 )] }cn
a = (Kb X2/2rQ) y(x2-X2y2)
xy n-
1 0where 0 0
12 [ Cl (C1 + 2C44O)]1/2
C [(C120 + C120)(C 1 2C 1 2 - 2C44 )]/C1 2 C4 4
-X = 1/Cll )1/ 2(C 12 1 
Ke = (C12 +C)[C ( - C12 0 )/C 11 0 ( 1 2 0 + C12 + 2C4 4 )]1/2
Q = Q{10o = (x2+X2)2 + Cx2x2y2
C 11, C12 and C44 are the standard elastic constants.
F.2 To Transform to the New System [112] [111] [110], let the Primed
Quantities be in the Old System [110] [001] [110],
x Rx'
ij = Rikjl °kl
or = R'R
where the coordinate transformation matrix
cose
R = -sine
1 (a
xx 3 xx
1a 
yy 3 xx
z z
b = be 3 e
b = b +
n 3 e
sine O
cose O =
0 1
+ 2ir + 2a
xy yy
- 2/2- ' + a)
xy YY
' - ca ' + 
xy
F.3 Based on the [112] [111] [110] system,
Kb
e ee /2 6 X4
- { [2X + (C +21) ]x
xx 2Q 111~2 3
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O0
3
0
70
0
1
)
!
c )
YY
- ~ ~ _ _ _ _
2 b
AT 
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6 4 2 2 -6 4 2 2
+ [2X -(C-9)X +12X +4]x2y+2[X 6+3X +2CX 2 4]xy2
+ [X6 + 2(C+3)X4 +4(C+3)X +8]y3 }
3
Kb [4X +2(C+2)X 2+1]x 3 +3v4[2X4 - (C+5) 2x] 2y
e ee _ { - -
2TQ{111 } E +3[2X4_-3X 2 -2]xy2 +3[X4 +2(C+2)X 2 +4]y 3
Kb
n e { 1[4X6+2X4 (C+6) + (4C+9)X 2+2]x
xx 2 
2rQ Qll} xxx {111}
+ 226 - +3)+3 -2]xy + [2X 6 _3X4_2X2 (C+6)+4]xy
+ 7- [X + (2C+3) -2CX -4]y 3 }
Kb
n e n
xy 2Q x2
2{QC111l
/1 [4X4+2X2 (C+2)+1]x3+3 [24+3X 2_2]x 2y
/3 +/ [-3(C+5)X 2+6]xy 2 - [A4+2(C+2)X 2+4]y3
Q{111} I [4X 4+ 2 (2C+4)+1]x4 + 25[4X4_X2 (C+2)-2]x 3 y
+ 3[4X4_-2 (c+2)+4]x2y2 +2/2[2X 4+(C+2)X 2-4]xy3
+ [X+2X2 (C+2) + 4]y4
where
}
APPENDIX G:
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transformation:
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BAIN DEFORMATION IN THE fcc+bct TRANSFORMATION OF ORDERED
Fe3Pt
Cbct
t
afcc
t
/
afcc
~- af cc
afcc
/-- ,+abct' afcc +"cbct
abct - afcc//FBain deformation: = 0.082
Cbct - afcc
= - 0.148
afcc
Comparison:
0
afc c = 3.729A
where { abct = 2.857A
c = 3.176A
bct
along a axis:
ordered Fe3Pt
disordered Fe 3Pt
along c axis:
ordered Fe3Pt
disordered Fe3Pt
0.082
-0.128 0.660.128
0.148
= -= 0.73
0.203
An average change of 0.7 is seen.
0-
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